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SHOOTING FROM THE “HIP” DEPT. 

And now, here is MAD's version of the recent motion picture about those two wah lend +6) , ie 

loveable zany outlaws who captured the hearts of the West! Unfortunately, along _ BEETS, g A ore 

the way, they didn’t capture any /Jaughs! But they certainly tried and tried and 
tried! No, we're not talking about “Bonnie and Clyde”! We're talking about... 

BOTCH CASUALLY AND THE SOMEDUNCE KID 
mere we = 

No, | Hey, Sure you Well, to You — YOU'RE Well, you look Hey, Kid! Yeah, Okay! That's That’s an old Yeah...? Gee! And | That's just an 
haven't got Somedunce, we'd are! You're me that’s gulp — That's right, Botch 56 cute and We hear Kid! You right! and very bad thought it was a real indication of things 
any sevens! better go! You're spending time || cheating! || you mean Mister! And Casually?!? precious you're a | | Show us mean || Wanna joke, kid! side-slapper! to come, folks! 

cheating again, and f§with other men, | | You know || ‘he’s the I'm his with those baby pretty how fast you see it 
Then that means trouble! aren't you? _ how | |Somedunce famous Who'd you think blue eyes, we all fast draw! DREW?!?| | again? 

“Go ‘ =r jealous | Kid!? partner, Botch | }| was? Wyatt Earp? || thought you were a 
Fish"! = | am NOT cheating! Yeah...? | get! Casually! Billy The Kid?? Calamity Janel! 5 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKE 

: L—_._f 
I'm challenging you for Okay, then I'll You forgot! | worked 

Looks who'll be Boss of the Neither!| | make it a fair for Gene McCarthy during the 
like “Hole-In-The Ball Gang,” liijust |} — fight...and Good move, Botch!| | Chicago Convention in '68! 

trouble, Botch! Take your pick use my | only use HALF | Where'd you learn | learned to fight like that 
Botch! ..guns or knives! | wits! of mine! [2 to fight like that? watching Mayor Daley's cops! 



C'mon, | can't! | won't! | work I've heard Open up, No! | work for Mr, E.H. 
Woodchuck! for Mr. E.H. Hoolihan of “company Woodchuck, | | Hoolihan of the Onion 

Don't be |,| _ of the Onion Pacific men” — but or we'll Pacific Railroad, and 
blow the he ordered me never to 
place up! |. jopen this safe — never!!! 

afool! | Railroad, and my orders 
are not to open the safe!) 

this guy is 
ridiculous! 

a 2 (ee ea oer 
Now — let's| Hil Uh-er-'m E.H. Hoolihan of Okay...lower! T,] Who's talking about clothes!? 
see what =| the Onion Pacific Railroad! You Lower! Now... Sorry, Somedunce, but I'm trying to get you to put 
was in can take all the money but please higher! Higher! this is only an “M” \I some expression in your voice! 

the safe! don't tell my wife about this! Let it all hang picture! | can't take |7\) You're about as much of a 
Fs out! C'mon... off any more clothes! || boring monotone as | am! 

WV 

tint nay caress yet 
Boy, when they told You're right! Oh, you're so mixed up, Botch! 
me | might have to Gee, don't But | don’t get .and all you Boy, that % You're like a child in many ways! 

<| carry you through complain! it, Botch! The do is ride me Somedunce q 2 ween ween 
this picture, | Be thankful = Somedunce Kid around on this Kid is some i) What makes you say [fj| No, the 

never figured they [3 I'm not makes love to bike! It doesn't kind of sick | Yel that! My irrepres- training 
‘Gy. | meant on a bicycle! | Kate Smith! gy me all night... seem—uh—normal! pervert!! | sible pixie-ish wheels f / 

manner and the on your 
dimple on my chin? 



eas — hp —— 

Don't look How many Say, that was pretty good! Now It's times like Let's try to fool Too late! That posse 
now, but of ’em are \ let me try one: Er — it was so hot} these that | the posse with a is wise to us! They've 

we're being | | following us, [] today, when | passed Boot Hill all | | miss the biting, clever trick... got 16 men...and 
chased by a | | Somedunce? | | | could see was open-toed shoes! | | satirical humor two men jumping they just jumped 
mysterious x of Roy Rogers on one horse! on eight horses! 

Posse, Botch!'1 ALL of ‘em! -T Yuh rascall Topped me again! and Dale Evans! 

Phew! It's been tees It was a bigger What a shot, But the See 
days...three days of It was a big mistake mistake when Somedunce! | | No! | shot | | nearest Cobra | | what 
riding together in when | let you talk me you let somebody You shot a a COBRA is 8000 a 

into stealing the Onion steal your rattlesnake right miles away great 
Pacific's payroll! Right Guard! right between] | between in India! shot 

7 p the eyes! the eyes! lam! 

Let's face it, Somedunce! That's the They're right ‘= But we = But we got to! — LI Hey, did you hear the 
We're nothing but a couple thing behind us, Botch! | -—————] 

two-bit outlaws running from pag : that 
the law! There's snakes and 

‘one about these two 
Our only chance No! Nothing traveling salesmen —?| 

bright side?! frightens is to jump for it! in the world 
dust and a posse that may | still have my me the “aisstingt can make me || PLL JUMP! 

kill us! It's frightening! sense of humor! MosT!! No! | won't jump! = jump! FILL JUMP! _— 



wt r L 
It says here 

that the posse 
has sworn to 
chase you until 
they kill you! 
What are you 
gonna do? for Bolivia! 

I can 
Botch is the brains || That's a SEE || And we'll 
of this gang! He'll - great idea! why take 
think of something! |} I've never | | Botch Lotta! 

Zz been to is the She 
I say we head|| Europe! | | brains! 

Idiot! 
They 
speak 

Spanish 
in 

Bolivia! 

| know! 
But we 

may want 
to make 
a side 
trip to 

Argentina! 

It's a real drawback having you along! 
But you can come with us only under 
certain conditions! You can't whine! 
You can't act silly! An’ you can't start 

teasin’ me with those big eyes of yours! 

Okay! | 
promise! 

Not you, Lotta! I'm 
talkin’ about Botch! 

— 

Who ke 
lathart 

=== Yes! It’s a daring 
Isn't breakthrough 
this in Motion Picture 

montage History! It's called 
something! “Still Photos”! 

Bergman, 
and Polaroid! 

They're almost as 
good as my Bar 
Mitzvah slides! 

But, of course, they 
lack the symbolism! 

| haven't seen such 
artistry since the 

1964 album of photos 
of “Irene and Herbie 
Astrow's Wedding”! 

| | understand (2 That's more than you 
can say for the plot! 

It hasn’t developed at 
developed in all, and it's been 
60 seconds! 60 MINUTES! 

the photos 
were 

WAL Wt bog 

r? 

Bolivia in the 1890's! 

Pigs, goats, huts and 
mud! Yecch! So this 

is supposed to be 

Stop complaining! It's a lot better 
than the filthy animat.infested 

jungle we just came through... 
New York City in the 1960's! 

y v 

Now, if you're going to rob the banks here in Bolivia, you have 
to learn the language! Botch, say “This is a robbery! 

Esto es 
un robo! 

“This is a 
stick-up!” un heisto! 

“This is a dull scene and 
it's ruining our careers!” 

Esto es 



| 

We gotta practice up for | 
the bank robbery tomorrow! 

lll order in Spanish... 
| 

u Cuando caliente = How was 

= 

un oreja manguito! | that? 

Not good! 
You just 
ordered a 
plate of 

well-done 
ear muffs! 

Esto —uh —es —er 
esto es —uh — Aww 

Stick ‘em up! 
What we have here 

is a failure to 
communicate! 

Now | know this 
picture's in 

trouble! He's 
resorting to 

dialogue from 

Isn't it just 
adorable the 
way Botch is 
fumfering the |_— 

“Cool Hand Luke"! |= 

Yes, it's 
not often | 
get a chance 
to be bored 

in TWO 

Hey, we've got a 
problem, Somedunce! 

This is the LAST 
BANK! We have now 
robbed all of the 
money in Bolivia! 

languages! ry | 

| We've got an even |-| 
BIGGER problem, 
Botch! How do we 

evenly split 
eleven dollars and 
thirty-nine cents? 

The Bandidos That's not Gee, Botch, we've had some cute, Nahh! 
Yanquis have saying much! whimsical moments in this movie, Don't 

brought humor A copy of but this is — by far — the zaniest! Y}_ milk it! 
and excitement},| “Readers Digest” Six Bolivian bandits, riddled with 

to our poor | would do the bullets and spurting blood, dying 
simple lives! |!) same thing! in SLOW MOTION, yet! What 

Well, Somedunce, 
it sure don't look 
too good for us! 
We're trapped 
by soldiers, and 
we're running 

out of 
ammunition! 

What's even worse, 
we're running out 
of banter! You 
cover me while 
| make a dash for 
our saddle bags! 

It's our only chance!) 

What's in the 
saddle bags? 
A couple of 

boxes of bullets? 
A] 

No...a book 
of snappy 
one-liners! 

laugh: 

Hey, do you see what 
V see?! It looks like 

they've brought in the 
entire continent of 

South America to shoot, 
it out with us! 

Hey, should | shoot ‘em 
again to make sure they're dead? § 

now 

brought 
in 

RINGERS! 



There's the And the whole And Simon Bolivar! And Yma Sumacp- He probably 
Peruvian Army!) Venezuelan Navy!/)| And Carmen Miranda! and her agent! | doesn't fantastic shot, 

ET And Juan Peron! z REALLY want to |/) think we |I! —Somedunce! ’ 
And the entire EET And Martin Borman] | kill us! He's only | can take 7) You mow the 

Santiago Tactical |}| And Sergio Mendez, | leading the following orders!) | them all, "| bulk of them 
Police Force! — and Brazil 66! Argentine army! Botch...? |_| down...and I'll 

To. . try to wing Yma 
Sumac’s agent! 

Ge 
wait 

— “YUU 
We're pease There’s one Yeah, the ones We had to put a You were giving 
dying, You're the thing | still who trailed us stop to you two! Comedy a bad namel!! 

Somedunce! brains, can't figure through this 
What are Botch! You'll }} out! Who ARE whole picture 
we gonna |{| — think of those guys?? +.€Cross two 
do now? something! continents! 

I'LL tell you 
who we are 
Dum-Dums! 



HUMOR IN A JUGULAR VEIN DEPT. 

Hi, War Movie fans! I'm John Wayne! Hi! I'm Dana Andrews! | just want to Hi! I'm Adolph Hitler! | just want to 

I just want to say, after making such say, after making such distinguished say, after making such distinguished 
distinguished War Pictures as ‘Sands War Pictures as “Purple Heart,” “The Wars as “The Rape of Poland,” “The 
Of Iwo Jima," “Flying Leathernecks,” Best Years of Our Lives" and “A Walk Fall of France,” “The Siege of Britain,” 
“Back To Bataan” and “The Fighting In The Sun," that | found this recent ~“'The Invasion of Russia” and “The 
Seabees,” that | found this recent War Movie an affront to good taste! Genocide of Millions,” that even | 
War Movie an affront to good taste! : found this recent War Movie an affront 

SX VY to good taste! So it MUST be ecchy!! 

rrSH MOSH 
ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN 

r ~ 
Hi, buddy! Great! Hop in! We'll start off the This There they go... Well, 
My name is | [iit My name picture by stealing a Jeep, thereby) [Vi ois so one trying to cash in |) when 
Squawkeye! 4 showing complete irreverence for belongs || onthe “Youth ; ou 
q is Kook! i outrageous elong: u What's y 
I'm anew authority... and also pulling the t Market” with 
Li} "manew || first of x lat aboi fo i solow || compare 

replacement| | replacement | |_first of many outrageous pranks! stealing | |President | | another anti- budget it to the 
Surgeon! |_| surgeon, too! a Jeep? || Truman! | | Establishment, | | about the fj) Warin 

1 low-budget Korean |,|Vietnam.. . |} 
picture! A “Wart 



aa FRE cn, Akg Ln Se A 

You must be the new Surgeons! I'm Colonel Er—you Nothing! By the [J “S’. . . No one 
Henry Bloke, the Commander of this certainly j@ What's so It's just way— Fd under 18 will 

MISH-MOSH! | demand three things from have an unusual that the what's al be admitted 
i my officers: One—Respect, Two— unusual about a patient is the unless 

Courtesy, and Three—Honesty! surgical routine suffering rating accompanied } 
gD, aE raat approach, leg from chest i by a “Sickness § 

J} Don't bother us now, Hank! | =| Well, ONE Pg Doctor! wounds!! 
| Get lost! We wanna make | 

] out with these broads! 

So you're Not always! || 4 Don't you 
the famous Most of the think that He's just doing it to “ 

| chest y ti Shlepper is relieve the tension! Journal"? 
surgeon, [| you always || @ lot worse! zs being a bie. He happens to be a 
“Shlepper look this | just h “Oh—Every Little too flippan' brilliant surgeon! | No—“The 

disgusting? |]|freshened up! | Breeze Seems To shout these notice that he does Marquis 
Whisper Disease”! fae) Operations? FA) everything by the book! | | De Sade"! 

‘ \ 
MB \ 

\ 

ares 2 S838 4 ISS SB Si) ESOS 
Oh, he's from the | [ No, he’s from the «+: what's going on here? Whew! Thank } 

leaving "5 | | front lines, and |\\ front office, and x ZEA TE SN Goodness! For 
to get i i z he's just seen a minute, | 

the rushes of the f thought it 
previous scenes! f was 

something lining up to see him naked! \ 
ZES ha 



again with 
another 

one of our 

pranks! 

stroke of 
genius... 

using 
Leonardo 

“The Last 
Supper” as 
a symbol!! 

Here we go 

unbelievable 

Shlepper, 
you zany! 

i. 
Don’t you mean Oh—pardon 

me! This is 

FILL it. 

We had an «+. With HIME our new Head 

empty bed Nurse, Major 
in Ward B,| [For an Officer, | | “Hot Lobes” 

and I such behavior Holdahand! 

wanted to| | js absolutely 

us 

DISGRACEFUL! 

Radio Unruly has 
planted a mike 
in Hot Lobes’ 

tent and we can 
hear her and Major 
Burned making love! 

At 
vy 

a) 
4G OS 38 

Se SF Se 
J "| alZ| 

F\ Oooooh! # 
Abhhhh! 
Ooh! Ah! 
Oooaaah! 

} Hoo! Hah! 
Le 

The record 

sounds great! [= 
Viltevel  Ican'twait F 

withyou...|| tosee the ||those moans 
it sure beats| | album cover! || _and cries! 
listening to : : That's some 
Conelrad! passion! 

1am for strict adherence 
to the Military Code! My 
philosophy is: “ 
is Efficient!” 

is Disciplined! 
Army travels on 
my Stomach!” 

“An Army Travels 
On ITS Stomach”? 

Listen, it's MY 
| philosophy—so 
f=] don’t butt i 

Listen to 

. Ahh, that’s not 
passion! That's 
pain! If | know 

those two, 
they're making 
love with their 
medals on! 

al The gags po 

ib) As a symbol aa 
of WHAT? & 

What ELSE? A 
Polish Army 
Dentist’s loss 
of virility and 
his attempted 

Religion! Are 
you sure the 

“man upstairs" 
will approve? 

Are you 
kidding?! 

Danny Thomas 
saw the 

rushes and he 
LOVED it! 

This is Chipped 
Beef on Toast we're 
eating! No wonder 
they keep calling 
this “The Last 
Supper” scene! 

Remember! |t=| Now, what in heck does that 
ig There are 

atheists 
in fox- 
holes! 

have to do with this scene? 

Nothing! | just threw }a| 
it in for nostalgic fans 
of the OLD war movies! 

WSF" We 
—— = == 



| Vgave him the Puts you | [The condensed 
“Black Capsule’! | | to sleep? | | humor of the 

sl 

You gotta 
domea 

big favor, [7 
baby! |) 

ae ay 
Anything, | | 

Squawkeye! 

Wrong! It's the 
SECOND sickest, 
most repulsive 
thing! For the 
FIRST—take.a 
look at the 

next panel... 

Please, not 
tonight! I've 

got a headache! 
Besides, making 
love toa dead 
man is SICK! 

It's the sickest, 
most repulsi 

thing in this sick 
film, which is just! 
chock-full of sick, 
repulsive things! 

It puts you to What's Reader's 
leep immediately!| | in it? Digest! 

U 

: | y What ! Anothi What's so Sorry! Well, then, there’s only Good t 
ems Jour ANSARI “routine Pe) we're one thing to do! Let's werk, [{Someguywno] | 2s his 

¥, unorthodox |} Don’t be about We pull another one of our Radio! said he was name? 

surgical silly!it's JJamputating need |B barious practical jokes J | who'd you|| only passing 
procedures, [nothing but f| @ head? plasma fg Plasma! HM and siphon some blood swipe it by, looking. — Harry— | 

Doctor? aroutine Ea =e SSN —ina from an unsuspecting from? for his Jeep! something! 

¢ S victim! 

This is the scene where we | | Eeeeeeeek! | | Gee, y’know| | Hot Lobes, we can 
piety Meer Wien None can take a break from sewing | | Eeeeeeeek! || somethin’?! humiliate anytime! 
Burned! We heeded’’| | office, and he's up battle casualties and | | Yoy filthy [| Hot Lobes | | That person screaming 
finally drove now, S going into private amuse ourselves with more | pigs! I'll | don’t look }\|in the shower happens 

him stark | | Stateside praclion<_ ne cultural pursuits . . . GET you [% soGREAT |\\to be General Douglas 
staring mad! Mantel’ a Psychiatrist! like the Art of Voyeurism! for this! i MacArthur! 

Hospital!? ri i 
q 



This football EE But Can | help How aoe ' pay be wrong: ut ' 

\| game was your |) How can we lose? |#|Well, a-hubba-hubba-| | that's | | it if there eiisteam ')) || eetthe teeing ties ve. 
ij idea, Squawkeye!!) We got a ringer: -) hubba, hello, Jack! | | World | |were no “cute shape up, | | brought in a few ringers 

Do you really [Seersucker Jones! |i) A Yuk-yuk-yuk, and War Il | | expressions” Seersucker? of their own! 

think we can ff Seer—say “hello” |/} it's mighty smokey | talk! from the 
Korean War! beat the 325th? ig to Colonel Blecch! 

= y ' 
over Tokyo, Joe! 

How do you like that?! We won That's what 
the game, and the players on | | happens when 
the other team are carrying | | a team smokes 

off our men on their shoulders! | | funny cigarettes! 

SULLA MUS LOL LL YL ELSI 
Well, there they {€GGood riddance to ‘em! I've got new recruits 
go—back to the They were irreverent, 7] on the way—men who 

States! Squawkeye, >) _anti-Establishment I'm sure will have 
9 Kook and Shlepper! trouble-makers! some respect for law 
f| They were really and order and discipline! 

great Surgeons! > ~—-~-—_ =) |oh—here they come now... 



TAKE THREE! DEPT. 
Once again, we proudly present our “Annual Summer Cinemat- 
ic Satire Special” which saves you the trouble and expense 
of seeing several movies at one time. (too bad if you al- 
ready saw them!) Mainly, here we go with three idiotic... 

GUESS WHO’S THROWING UP DINNER? 

MAD MINI-MOVIES 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: STAN HART 

| mamicny; this is [Th—this comes | 

Dr. Sidney as—as quite 
Sensational. | | | a shock, dear! 
met him in 

Hawaii, | fell in | |What? That | fell in|= 
love with him, | | love with a Negro 
and I'm going —and I'm going 
to marry him! to marry him? 

"| were away! 

Eliya, that you 
met him in 
Hawaii! | 

didn’t even 
know you 

I'm here to You’ re vmaking too 

demonstrate }\| big a thing out of || Oh, yeah! 
the Catholic }\| this, Spence! It's ||Would you 

Church's {Ja cinch you don't || let YOUR 
liberal __{\|know what's going || daughter 

attitude! ‘on in this country! 

Oh, 
dear! | 
wonder 

You mean 
when he sees 
Sidney ...? 

how 
your 
Father 

will 
react! 

No, when he 

sees ME... 
with my head 
in the oven! 

[Don't be so prejudiced, Mother. 
Sidney is the head of the U.N. 

World Health Organization, he’s 
done successful heart and brain 
transplants, he’s won the Nobel 
Prize, and he’s a great kisser! 

Say 
something 
to Mother, 
Sidney... 

Take two 
Aspirins 

and eall me in| 
the morning! 

Darling, this is Dr. 
Sidney Sensational! }\ 
Our daughter wants 
to marry him! What |; 
do you say to that? |/ 

Daddy! 
'm 

surprised |/ 
at you! 

Why, honey? 
4\'m no more 

prejudiced 
than the 

next fellow! 

wno's the 
next 

fellow— 
George 
Wallace? 

You've got me wrong, Doctor! I'm liberal! What's that? 
I've fought segregation, intolerance and 

injustice all my life! In fact, there's 
only one thing | hate more than bigotry! 

It's a cinch 
you ALSO don’t 
know what's 
going on in 
the Catholic 
Churcht! 

Okay, Father! I'd tell you that we 
If we were need at least three 
members of million more for our 
your Church, | |Building Fund to put 
what would us over the top—so 
you tell us? | |fork over your share! 

What is this?! 
A movie about 
Racial problems 

.. ofa movie 
about Religious 

problems?! 

What are you | don't know 
worried about? about that! 
He's a brilliant || I'm not sure 
doctor! They'll || my wife can 
have problems—| | get past my 

| sure—but they || Answering 
4 can always talk Service! 

We're Sidney's |_| Wanna 
parents... . bet!? 

Sidney, 

Oh, come in! | | get your 
Some of our | |_ things 
best friends | |and come 
are Negroes! |_| with us! 

them out! 

Why are you 
dragging 

him out of 
here? 

If you think, after we've 
worked our fingers to the 
bone so that Sidney could 
become the greatest Doctor 

in the Free World. . . 

. .. that we'd let him 
marry a silly ninny like 
YOU |. . you're NUTS! 
You're just net GOOD 

ENOUGH for him, honey! 

BBSGBRBSBBGRBRSRBRBRBRBRBRBRBRBRRRRBY 



IN COLD BLECCH! 
Can you imagine?! MM Are you sure of mm |'d hate to drive 
Four people in a your figures? over four hundred 

house... with TEN miles to kill only 
GRAND in the safe! Nel! : V'm sure! Why?fmq TWO people! 

You're fantastic, Percy! You What did 

can kill without any regard Bf yeah! | was fy YOu want to 
for human life and without heel be when you always that 
any moral compunction! 

‘| I'm going into | i'm staying home| | _ |'ll be reciting 
One of the “| town tomorrow] and practice my the Pledge of 

Joint and march in (| Baton-Twirling “| Allegiance at my 
Chiefs the Elks Club | | for the Statewide| | Boy Scout meeting 

of Staff! | Championships! | | all day tomorrow! 

I'm just going to lie 
here and think about 
how wonderful it is to 
be sick in this great 
country of ours! 

This ain't gonna 
be murder! This 
is gonna be self- 

defense! It's 
either them or us} 

If we don’t 
kill them, 

j they're liable| 
BM to BORE us 

“4, +4todeath! 

Did you look in 
kitchen? It's 
horrible! It’s 

ate, J No, tne smell! Well, you By clever deduction? — You're not a very|Fy 
The garbage hasn't] || told the 

= is f i 
£ My boy is a good- —————_y See!? A kid does , | What made 

By brilliant police No...a good detective! boy! A little 
been taken out |'!/! men not work? By painstaking friend ~ 

in six days! to MOVE i 
i 1] 

Did you tell 
times has he 

examination of clues? 
to a life =a— 

guys never let {f of crime 
a good boy! 1 HA 1 and kissing a dirty, | | him forget it! and murder?) N) disgusting old man! a very good 

r J [teman Capote! 

something wrong you turn your father? |= 
[ wild, maybe,but done THAT? just once and you! 

di of theirs Jus] And you're not | | | basically he's 
anything ! squealed: 5 

] 
rr 

fo 

Ke 

They've been grilling Hey, let's I'll stop calling It's those two guys | | Yeah, Nobody 
make a deal! Hiccup for six straight 

Stop it! Stop all They just Okay, Copper! It can’t Silly goose! I'm just a symbol of authority LIKE 
you “Clyde” if wanted for killing drives around these questions! | don't make Call ina A complaint! be! My your father! You hated your parents, so you tried he tells 
you stop calling four people in Las Vegas for hours in there! can’t stand it any cops like stenographer! || contecsion? ||... About father: to destroy everything thatireminded you of your neuer 

| me “Bonnie”... Kansas! | KNEW [3 seven hours That's enough to make | | longer! I'll confess they used I'm ready to ly Police is the family! You killed those people because of your GAACCKK! 
they were acting without ANYBODY {1 DID IT!1 DID IT! ff} to any more! make a | |-*+ About the|| a tality: Hangman! , . 

suspicious! stopping ONCE confess to murder! statement .., ||Murders...? 
to play a V 

slot machine! aren i. 

Mitig 

love-hate relationship with your family! If you rs Ty 
You weren't so confused and insecure, you might never 

crushed have committed such a terribly hostile act! 
Bs ) ] my lapel! ; >. fF 

ak i y 



THE POST - GRADUATE 
= = = : r 5 C'mon, Benny! Then show] Goody! Then I can 

Now that you've graduated, we have it Gee, Mrs. Robinhood, p= |] Wewhy should | be? Show all the them how || But give you mout 
all planned! First, you get a good job! we have an | | drove you home from | Are you I can see you're folks how 

Then you work your way to the top! Then, || even MORE (/ | the party, but! | | afraid not carrying any nice you can |] 
you marry some nice girl and have exciting day \\. never expected THIS! | | of me? __jeoncealed weapons! | 
kids and a home and a mortgage! . J _] 

joe é 
Bary =) a 

| And tomorrow, 

Sr 
But you're J _ Not wrong! 
the wife of Il mean | | Just awkward! 

nice you i mouth resuscitation! ... don't | | You've caught 
can sink! || might [J Hubba-hubba-hubba! |} i you think me in the 

drown! = a i itm doing 
something, planned! 

‘ a 

eeesseeepepeeeeeepeeeeeees 

Let's not do anything we'll be | 

BEBBBBERBGHRRBRBRBBESE 

| No! I'm not j It wasn't MY idea = You're 
sorry for later on! Couldn't we that kind to take out your 

just sit here and talk! 4 

‘Jerk! | want I've got a confession With my Mother?? | think it would 
jl warn you! Don't very you to save ; to make, Elate! I've How COULD you!?|/  - 

of girl -| daughter! My Old |try anything sexy _| protective! 

Pp! =| : 

Don't 
2 be best if | went Of course, dear! I'll — correct 

those things been having an affair away to college, visit you for a weekend! ses your of diety with hert Gus with your Mother! — i Mother! Will | You can get me a room (Zam Y- \| Mother, 
a i : 3 b | see you soon? |e} at the Y.M.C.A.! dear! 

WE 

Benny, how could you gy "> You SHOULD BE! I've got Come to think | 
DO such a thing with Zi i'm “1 was sure you | to stop of it—maybe 
my wife! I'm very | really had much better | 

disappointed in you! sorry! yw taste in women! | 

| After all, I've | Altera ve Oh, Benny! (=== Me? | How can you DO such an 
j : |been making ou How heroic! || That's right, objectionable thing?! 

!Elate from //////Jf, | SHOULDN'T pretty good with You've come ||  Elate! I've - 
\ getting married women, ||) { y ey mt Passi! P 5 oe i in the nick || finally found| 

Seas 

. and then you'll get a 
job, and I'll have a house in : 

No—hitting the suburbs with a full-time | |We're not togethér| | miss 
people with You're lucky maid, and I'll have kids, [7] five minutes and || YOUR 

of time to || something Ll religious LI not a Star of Da i already you miss | | Mother! 
rescue me! ||| really love! [] symbols! That has SIX points! x your Mother!? 



DE SADEST STORY EVER TOLD DEPT. 

Us moral people all hate violence, right? 
Let’s hear it for “Anti-Violence”! Yayyy! 
Stanley Kubrick also hates violence, right? 
Let’s hear it for Stanley Kubrick! Yayyy! 
And let’s hear it for his new movie, which 
shows how horrible violence is! Yay— Uh— 
Hey, wait a minute! If Mr. Kubrick’s new 
movie is so “Anti-Violence,” how come it’s 
jam-packed with the worst, sickening, most 
disgusting violence imaginable? Let’s face 
it, Stanley, baby! Your movie is really .. . 

Hello, blokes! My name I suppose you're wondering why ‘Cause every JJ Hey, look Let's give 
is Alecch and | ain't I dress this way! Well... I'll time a band at that Yeah! All [him something 

no different from other tell you why! My derby shows plays “God poor old alone and nobody can 
lads my age! You could that | have a relationship with Save The drunk! It's [iJ exploited take away 
consider me to be just the past, my jump suit shows Queen,” he rotten what in this from him! 
like the boy next door that | have a relationship with thinks the stinkin’ [cruel ol’ 

the future, and my crazy false they're system's [i world with 
ae 2 eyelash shows that I have a playing done to nothing 

... thatis, if you live. relationship with the Make-up HIS song! him! to call F 
next door to San Quentin! Man, who's a screaming faggot! a: his own! Multiple fractures! § 

ARTIST: GEORGE WOODBRIDGE WRITER: STAN HART 

Why are you doing To US, ] [ And you'd better ] So With 
this to me? All this || $Y, “Thank you!”, i long, | In That was Swell!! ANOTHER 
l ask foris a Is "cause Alecch Pops! | traction, great! I'll sock gang, 

little kindness! | kindness! | hates an ingrate! | Stay you can What's you—then Dimwit, 

a ey | Mabe J out of | | get into next, you belt you 
| [ \ eo Pp ZA] trouble! | | trouble?!2 BQ Alecch? Gouger— dimwit! 

Blimey! When you blokes said — At two i n So...? Not bad! | :| Looks like My Uncie 
you'd get me on the STAGE, | ff does this pounds How've | “| Read any | we're in ‘wing didn’t think you meant THIS! ff mean our MM but! got | apiece, you | good books |, | for some changed 

date's business '¥ what do you Ai lately? {| rain! dentists! 
Hey, Bilgey Boy, How to attend think | — 
about a knife fight? to!) was doing! city 2m 



RE EEN A SNE A ao 
4 See Itshowed that |] Yeah...] {Let's see—we'velf Hey, how about | [Not ME, you moron! | | Oh... 

Alecch, I'm violence is a it also shown violence [; sexual assault? |= 

not sure! | | normal, every: | | showed and sadism! yf 
" understood | day occurrence how What's left? ff 

at fight! |.) in our world! | | BORING swe 
Hy Could you ———— g 

explain it? 
we all 
are! 

Excuse me, missus, but HU Oh, dear! Who is If—if you hit ——— You = What 
may | use your phone? [7] the poor victim? me just once We don't want to use 't || Please... not 

more, you can't { your phone! We're going tonight! | have 
~| use my phonet! to violate your wife! 1! || a headache! 

I want to report a 
serious injury ... 

Ty 

ee 

7 F u u 1 
It—it's horrible! No, I Alecch, But... MY! Because | haven't seen Oh, Son, 
Horrible! I'll You mean mean we haven't Look how you since you were six- you make 

never forget the Alecch’s YOUR been as close BIG you're years-old! What have 

look on that face sadistic | satisfied as we should, you been doing lately? 

as long as | live! leer?? ‘SMILE! i] lately... _ 
Ral ssaulting women, beati 

That's okay! up people and stealing. . 



We been thinkin’, Alecch! Why should YOU | / 
be the Boss? You ain't meaner than us... 

nim 
.... ve got a lower voice! Sol'm | | We will 
still the Boss! When I say, “Beat | | say— 

SSS SSSSES TS up people!” we will beat up people! i gasp— 
| ...or WN Yeah, what And when | say “Kill!"’ we will ‘orget 

|| stronger -} do you in| kill! And when | say 
than have that 

we don't? 

| On ME... First you'll get Then you'll force me to Then you'll Look, kid, 
your phone? | | right? I'm ime.fo let you open this wall safe and take this I'm never 

I want to too smart in like this— give you all my money! statue and wrong! Why, 
report a for that! = hit me over being right 
violent I'm wise to & You think so! Do I look Believe the head is more 
assault! || [MM your tricks like I'd me, | with it... important 

- do a thing know to me than 
like that? people! ‘Aw, not me! life itself! 

\, 

Happy, now ...? ft What was that...? = I don’t believe you! 
= r Tt 

Who wouldn't be?! I called the Police You think 
Oh, by the way— —— when I saw you I'd lie to 

I didn't tell outside! They're a HOUSE 
you the best part! on their way over! GUEST?! 



_—— 1 
| Lee's = ] You shouldn't [ =] No... | She's 

go! r We're havedone || Youmean|| because |7 | 
The || goin’, all || because you | | Youkilled 

But you're we broke a 
that, Gouger! 

| Where's your || 
sense of values?? 

= = EUV ae 
| want no if Cause this 
trouble you tl will be . 

from you! do, |L| the first 
I'm keeping |\\) you'll |_| multi-million 
you here [{] dollar 
for the 1 |"] movie that 
rest of only runs 

your life! 27 {| 35 minutes! 

That's revolting! 
Where did you get 
such a terrible, 

disgusting movie? 

What movie?!? That's a 
live TV pick-up from 
a typical New York 
City High School! 

| betrayed || deposit 
—— | a buddy?? | bottle 

cha | et a 

MC 

And now, we will force 
you to watch two hours 
of leering, sneering, 
dirty-minded sex... 

=| | eS 

26 

ee 
| that woman | 
L in there! 

Alecch, how'd No 
you like to be it’s just 
rehabilitate that | 

hate = 

) Wie \ ii 
AP Orr =f) You'll [Hm] Why not? 

| Hey, | | hang for | 

The treatment is simple! We will 
scientifically condition you to hate 

anti-social behavior and unwholesome 
sex! Now, first, we will force you to 
watch six hours of horrible violence! 

Yeah—an' y'better 
make it a DOUBLE 

this, || that -| I 
never murdered }| Buster! || ain’t 
anyone before! =| fair! || offense! 

SL 



We will even You won't after It's not right! 
make you hate {J Impossible! you see what . It's inhuman! 
the music of | LOVE it's background FS f You can’t treat 
Beethoven... [&] Ludwig Von! music FOR! me this way!!! 

After all, I'm 

Pues eet Met Ee) AA [PUI cls ee Eee 
|| Well, Alecch! Right! Even “2. 0F | Fy... or So long, Doc! | hope 1 won’t—choke! You gave me 

the mention “Murder'” “Sex” or you won't forget me! so much to re: ! You're cured! lion 
Now, any time of the words “Sadism” 
you see or hear “violence”... | Have a 

anti-social = HEART, = 
behavior . .. Guv'nor! Au LPH 

or... 

iG ru So you've taken my Ml... ... and then stomp, 
» Fl Well, } never R Glad to hear place! Well, I'm i stomp on your face—— 

that | | act bad x it! Can we gonna punch you 
j ask you just in the nose, and— Oh, that 

one question? 22 Don't get [| would be 
cruel! horrible! 



Get out, 
Alecch! 

Yecch! 
| think 

stomping 
‘on my face Can't! 
would have § ever come 
been much |) back, even 

better! y for a visit? 

Hi! Remember 
us? We're Remember 

those brutal, how we 
amoral, wild, used to 

sadistic beat up 
toughs you people and 
used to hang ruin their 
around with! i 

Can you 

stomach, | 
A 

can't! | 

Mo 

help me? It's HIM! Now | 
Vm hurt can have my revenge! 
and I'm First I'll give him 
starving! something to eat... 

and then I'll make 
his life miserable! 

The 
authorises 

tries 
rehabilitate 

us, but 
they 

couldn’t... 

ee 
[ It's I'm going to 
yout! | Spe 

[on,| | once gave me! 
no! — 

It's HIM! First, I'll 
get something to eat th 

. and then I'll make 
HIS life miserable! 
One threatening move 

and he gets his dinner 
back... 

beating you 

Interesting 
bit of 

‘symbolism 
there... 
don'tcha 

all over him! 

what you're 

ram this fist 

He up a 

doing! ULLPHI 

= I'mgoing to | 
Stop! You 
don't know 

YECCH! & Gee! Thisis 
7 better than # 

karate! 

xy 

| Whatchya And get that First we're gonna 
gonna do foul YECCH pump your stomach! 

.. beat all over us? THEN we're gonna 
me up?!? No, siri! beat you up!! 

Not really! 

- and after those 
jugs attacked and 

raped my wife, ae 

What did she say? 

“WHOOOOPIE!!"" 
After that, | was 
stricken with an 
acute case of 

sexual inadequacy!|_| 

Please don’t mention 
“Sex’! It makes me 
feel uncomfortable! 

Oh, yeah?! How 
you think it 

makes ME feel?! 



, a — = 
What's || Theold guy | {On... No! No! | | tean't watch THAT | ar = = jy You shouldn't 
going tricked me! Hy | know what's | =| movie again! I'll go | =~ You've i Yes, id! GLAD, __ Say things 

‘on?! I'm py] And now—now > coming next! — out of my mind! I’m BR driven |") do you hear!?! I'm ridding pt) like that... 
he's playing |") Scenes from _ || taking the easy way | meto ‘3 _ the world of a brutal, 2 <——— 
BEETHOVEN! jg ‘‘Love Story”! | out! ('ll kill myself! | sadistic, violent person! |\" YLLP!! 
aan Ip Sibi L 

a — 7 
| think he shouldn’ You're quite an embarrassment We've got DRY CLEANING | 

] was right! said what | s to the Government, Alecch! The : BILLS from half the 
5 7g people hold US responsible! people in London! Not 

Ch a This thing could bankrupt us! |_ z to mention the SMELL... 
fE 

Tell me, Alecch, was all_ [== 
that true? Could a person | | They could 
actually become nauseous | | get that way 

after being exposed to after only See for 
six hours of violence??, | | TWO hours! rw yourself. 

I—I don’t 
believe it! 



BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE HOLY SEE DEPT. 

Remember the good old days when Hollywood 
used to make horror movies about vampires, 
werewolves, zombies, seventy foot apes and 
other assorted monsters? Let’s face it, they 
were all disgusting creatures, but there was 
still something kinda harmless and loveable 
about them. Well, those days are gone for- 
ever. Today’s film makers have come up with 
something really disgusting. Yessiree, you 
screamed at “Frankenstein,” you shrieked at 
“Dracula” and you shuddered at “King Kong,” 
but take it from us . . . those guys were all 
a bunch of pussycats when compared to. . . 

=O) a ER 4 jee, 

THE E CCHORCIST 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL 

LT pe - Lt ——EEE : ie = n a il! Hello! | am Father Dig. . . my Arab children! r how they tal What The i Nice try, | Very funny! Yes! Yes! They foretell evilt Whatelse i Okay, let's enya Catholtc Keep digging until we ne Sets ieee in The | | SECOND?! aoe horrible Abou, but [if Butoil IS a Now... Indeed you Their strange juxta was inside?) cut to the 
Priest in charge of find something important! despair! You think heck answer What's. thing that happens Iraq has religious item! get to _ have! This —position signifies - house in 
this archaeological it’s tough for Priests are to the the toa little girl in enough Didn't you hear work is an ancient |__| that some dreadful Ancient 
excavation project We're Yeah, Father! to get MOSLEMS to we second | | NUMBER Washington, D.C., oil! ) those American hex symbol supernatural horror Cracker 
here in the Middle digging! | | No kidding! obey them? You should | | looking | | greatest ONE spends the opening Besides, tourists in Father! | ae tie Jack 5 East . . . where we are Stop You're getting see the problems we for, mystery | | greatest fifteen minutes on we're Baghdad praying, jf have found ++. and this pets vosuspect ing They were something 

searching for ancient | | bugging | | to bea pain have with CATHOLICS | | anyway.) | of ait’ | | mystery? | | a dumb mountainside ooking for fi “We need gest something) | isa moder ves and ey agen bata igi ifacts! i 1 ! i at i religious artifacts! us! in the neck! nowadays! ul time! here in Iraq! interesting! unspeakable havoc! TEETH! % 
= 

Father Merry! Come 
quick! | have dug up 
something incredible! 
It is magnificent... 
priceless! Men will 
destroy each other 
for its possession! 
Governments will 

HE works | J 
US LiKE ‘Boas. i. 

topple... 

Whoops! Wrong house in Washington where something 
evil has been taking place! Let's try again, guys! 
fe) 

Hi! Welcome to our cheery 
|] home! I'm Crass McSqueal, 

a happy-go-lucky film star 
with an adorable daughter 
and just about everything | | 
a suburban Mother could 
dream of .. . a pool in the 
back, a lawn in the front 
and a lover on the side! 

\'m Kraut... ze German 
Houseman! Zis iss such 
a happy plaze! | hafn't 
had zuch fun zince | 

vas Stairvay Monitor at 
Buchenvald! Undt now— 

I'm Saran. 
the Governess! 
I take care of |; 
sweet little 

Ravin! | also 
take care of 

her Father . . . 
but he's in 
Europe now! 



Hi, There's 
sweet || my little 
Mumsy! | | darling! 

Hi, Hello, 
loyal Ravin 

iil like some evil, 
hateful force is 
out to get me! 

Ooh! Isn't No, no! Me first! Isn't she just about 
she cute and || Chust vun hug! Undt the sweetest thing 
irresistible! zen maybe a little in the whole world? : 
I must hug |] pinch to draw blood! ‘nd isn't this the [-] strange noise? | L_Zat-- in cold blood! 
her this I'm entitled to nicest, happiest | |rats, | suppose! ae very instant! || some pleasure, too! home? Idon’t see | | "Kraut, go upp What Please, let 

what could possibly | | into the attic || do you | | me TORTURE 
go wrong! Can you? | | and kill them! | |Suggest?| | zem first! 

be 
Fa a 
Vile 
AM 

I had the same 
problem at my 
apartment once! 
But | gave the 

Maintenance Men 
nice gifts at 

Christmas, and 
everything was 
fine after that! 

| guess it's 
nerves! With 
my Husband 
away, I'm so 
lonely! Oh, 
Burpp...1 
need a man 
so badly! 

All right, 

Show 
Let's storm the || the pigs [4 
Administration | | we mean 

Building! business! 

kids! Places, 
please! Ready 
for the big 

campus scene! 

Y 

| can't believe it, 
Burpp! It's almost 
incredible! | never 

thought anyone could 
actually DO it 

What? Direct such 
a compelling film? 

I'm rushing home to 
sweet little Ravin 
now! But | always 
enjoy walking past 

this church! There's \\ 
something so solid 

and reassuring about KX 
it, standing there, 

steeped in its 2000- |F 
year-old traditions! 

Okay, buddy! What's 
hassling you lately? 

when our Priests 
\yj_ to get it together 
WY ately! | mean with 
the Big Dude In The straight 

Sky! I'm so uptight! Mand cool |/é 
Maybe religion just Jy 
isn’t really my bag! 

Don't you miss 
the good old 

days, Agnes... 

that we could 
all understand? 



alt 

Yes, Grandma called, Will Burpp be at the party et 
Hello, Well, | sewed Hl rpp be 
Ravin, adress for my Silly ninny, playing with Mommy! your Agent called, }] that you're giving tomorrow 

darling! dolly, | gave a Ouija Board! Don't you your Insurance Man | || night? | love him so much, 
What did | |my puppy a bath, know those things don’t Good! said to phone him, = 
Mommy's || and now I'm work! It is impossible Now were | | and Benedict Arnold] =|] He's like a Well, let's 

sweet || communicating for a living being to there any sends his regards! second Daddy 
little with a dead communicate with the dead!|/| messages Te ‘to you, huh? 

girl do spirit... It just can't be done! Do for me Now, cut P| Egy 
today? you understand that, dear? today? EJ that out!! 

aN / S 

E : 
{| Ravin! Why || You're gonna DIE 7 Who are you? = You're What a great party, Crass! — Hey! From the | 

Look at all the celebrities! Who Father Archdiocese do you look up there... gonna 
Actors, Congressmen . . . why! is Dooley! | | in Washington? so EVIL? “| i'ma Priest die 

J even recognize the guy in that He's new = And what who's booked up 
the glen plaid suit! That’s | |guy...| | around No... from are you jg terrible thing to to play there, 
Kip Klipp, the Astronaut! playing |"| here! He Caesars say to an Astronaut! | | Las Vegas! too! 

the =| just got Palace in 
1 1 used to work in Chicago— 4] | piano? [| the call! }y|_bas Vegas! 

What an awful Stick I don’t get Ooo-ee! If Mommy...7> There's | | How weird! A bed that At this 
thing she just around! | | it! Why did she says, Mommy ...] |something |" | won't stop shaking hour of the 

did! | mean, I've | | she does | | she commit | | “The DEVIL wrong |'s! and vibrating! Saran, night, where 
seen people throw! | a lot of such a made me Ravin!| | withmy | | — get rid of it! Give am | going 

up when I'm | |THAT later | | disgusting do it! What BED! | | it back tothe man to find 
Playing, but... on, too! act?!? is it? who sold it to us! Hugh Hefner?! 



ur There, there! Just relax! Don't Doctor, 'm Il You stupid &k@vos 
Everything will be all right! be silty, giedyou [Your Sister isa 

darling! could come! 4k 
Oh, Mommy! I'm so frightened! you I want you 
feel like something terrible KNOW to look at 

is after me! Some ugly cursing your my daughter! 
snarling hideous monster that Daddy is = 

in Europe! wants to take me away from you! 

Ee "4 aN 

OF If] [Tell me, have you noticed Well, Doctor? = Bronchitis?#?__— Very welll fy Where 
00 ° anything UNUSUAL what do you | | Why would anyone| ||] And while in the 

about her behavior lately? | think. ..? with bronchitis you're at ||| wositew hc : i act like that? ||!/! it, would did 
cae . Hmm! It’s the you try to ||||| she 

j strangest That's what makes|/||] find out |j/l] get 
case of it so strange! I'll something | such a 

bronchitis X-ray her brain else...? GENEKQ 
| have ever to see if | can filthy 

find out anything’ mouth! 

a + = 4 Bi a 

‘As you can see, we are Gee, Doctor . . . all that Well, the X-rays reveal —driving a Listen. . . 
using very complicated exposure to radiation! there is nothing wrong trailer truck! | HEAR it! 
X-ray equipment, Mrs. Isn't there a chance she with your daughter! In << 

McSqueal! That's because| /] could develop CANCER?| —_| no time, she should be || Doctor, there | | Perhaps we 
‘| your daughter has some i up and around, playing IS something had better 

strange disease which 
we do not underst: 

| 
[] Sure: .. but THAT =a\ | house, finger-painting, wrong! | know callina 
i we understand! sewing dolls’ dresses— | 1] | it! | feel itt Psychiatrist! 



——>— eS ) —- 

On, Dr.] [ The way !seeit, = Allright! How's My, my! Aren't we Look at her, Doctor! Look Tassure — Nope! But 
Klown! | | Mrs. McSqueal, your| | this? You have a icky today! All at this room! The bed is | | you, Mrs. | | your little 
Thank | | Oedipus Complex is | | pathological fear| | right, you have shaking, and she's cover- | | McSqueai,| | gir!—now 
heavens] | — the result of a of sex as a result | | dementia praecox, ed with blood, and she’s | | you have |, | SHE’s got 
you've Father fixation of a deep-rooted | | and THAT'S IT! I'm violating a cross, and nothing | | @ problem! 
come! || | brought on by an | | psychosis ari a very busy mai that weird evil voice is to worry 
need a | | early enema, and—| | from a trauma coming out of her mouth! about! || Yiccchhh! 

|| Psychia- pre-natal herni — Lane out 
trist so Doctor! You What am I going todo? (= Idon'tz#7 | || of herel! 

—| badly! : 

What's 
going on, 
Saran? 
There's 
a big 
crowd 

outside! 

Bad news, Mrs. McSqueal! 
Burpp was mincing around 
in Ravin’s room, and now 
the window's smashed and 

he's lying dead in the 
alley outside the houss 

Oh... no! Poor 
Burpp! If | 

told him once, 
I told him a 

million times: 
Don't try to fly 
home in a FOG! 

7 

fh... mt. | | :Yes! I'm Father Tsouris! 7 
Kindergarten! 
Can youtell LI your? excuse me for me where | being personal, Father, 
can find a but what's a Priest doing Priest named running around a track | Father Tsouris? on a Sunday morning? 

Listen . . . the way 
Church.attendance 
is nowadays, what 
ELSE is there to 
do! Did you ever 
try SURFING in 
this weather? 

{ Father, we 
just found 
a Director 

named Burpp 
Denims with 

his head 
turned 

completely 
around! 

Oh, well, 
there's 
a LOT 
of that 
going 
around 
here in 

|| | met him once! 
It HAS to be 

an improvement! 

you don't 
understand! He's 
dead . .. and we 
suspect an evil 

force is at work! \ ington! 

Well, if you get 
any ideas about 

|| the murder, call 
me! Meanwhile— 

if you're not 
doing anything 
some evening, 
how would you 

| | like to go toa 

It's MY = Listen Isn't zat cute? 
How about fl] idiotic of | || 2+ vvox to that Our little girl 
Christmas || me! Why, room, so || language! || iss growing up! 

Eve? | forgot get your || And look || She's getting 
all about ¥titta@ || what she’s |] more like a 

You're not || the Roller out doing to | |normal teenager 
doing any-|| Derby! of it! || her Mother! 
thing on 

|| Christmas 
movie with me? | 

lLet’s make 
it Easter 
Sunday! 

every day! 



Gentlemen, What's that? 7] Okay! 
you are I think it’s It et 

either a deep || sounds How i 
carnivorous || more should | Whats calcification || like know?! Ask elite of the small || Kopple- || Kopplemeyer! | .| ™ 

temporal lobe || meyer’s y Disease? 
. ...oravery || Disease |{Go ahead... 

wrong with ||| tricky case of || to ask me! I'm 
my daughter? || poison ivy! ME! 

ANose 

Mrs. McSqueal, your daughter has 
obviously been possessed by the 
Devil! | suggest you get a Priest 

. » and have the Devil exorcised! 

My child possessed by 
the DEVIL?!? You're 

crazy! Who could ever 
dream up anything more 

ridiculous than that? 

Stick 
around! 
Now, we 
discuss 

FL your bill 
si 

that’s 
my story, 
Father! 
Do you 
think 

you can 

.and 

ups, then . 

Hear that vicious, 
foul language? See 
the smoke pouring 
‘out of her mouth? 
Have you ever seen 
anything like that 
before, Father? 

Only ONCE! 

you've met ANOTHER 
child possessed by 
the Devil . . 21? 

No, | was visiting 
a Public School, 
and | accidentally 
walked into the 
Girls’ Bathroom! 

Look, Ravin! I'm 
only here as a 
favor to your 

Mother! | happen | 
to know there's 
nothing wrong 

with you, so. . 

Of course! Now, 
here's what you 
do: Run the Devil 
10 laps around a 
track, then have 
him do 50 push- 

Please! J So what! That never | [ r've ]| Job2!? 
We've || But we | | stopped us BEFORE! ||| GOT How 

wasted | te can 
THAT 

ne help? much p? 
time 

already! 
Let's 
cuT!! 

That's 
how you 
exorcise 
the Devil? 

Father! 
The one 
thing | 
DON'T 
need 
now is EXORCISE? 

| thought 
you said— 

Nonsense! 
She looks 
fine to me! 
Hi, little 
girl! How 
would you 

like a 
Baby Ruth? 

C’MERE, FATHER! 
| WANNA TELL 

YOU SOMETHING! 

You want 
to tell me 
something? 

by the Devil! So don't try 
your phony profanity! I've 
heard every foul word ever 
uttered! There's nothing 

horrible or nauseating you 
can say that will upset me! 



I've given How —_F) How could 7 Foolish me! As far as 1 
Father I'd like about I forget! | | How about] [ Say! What | | know, he’s 
Tsouris to help Father | | what about Father about conducting 

permission him, but Reilly? Father Clancy? Father Mass and 
to perform | | everybody Callahan? | ————— | Merry? hearing 

an Exorcism, is tied Don't be You know Is he Confession! 
but he needs up in In the he's doing doing 

an older important middle of LI the “Merv LJ anything What a 
Priest to work these [] his BINGOT] his Guitar [) — Griffin important []) WEIRDO! 

assist him! [| WEEK! | | Lessons!? Show!" | |these days? | | Send him! 

11-year old child, 
so this Exorcism 

ur 
I’ve been toldthe 1 
subject is only an 

shouldn’ take too 
long! Where is she? 

UPSTAIRS, 38.6%! 
MAKING OUT WITH 
A TENNIS SHOE! 

Hmm! On second thought, I'd 5 You know 
better unpack! Now . . . these 
are the standard tools for 
an Exorcism: The vial of 

Holy Water to douse the 
evil spirit, the Crucifix 

‘to hold the Demon at bay, 

and the Hostess Cupcake... 

it, Father! 
Exorcisms 
take time! 
Believe me, 

long about 
Midnight, 
you can 

get mighty, 

Satan! 
Are you 
prepared 
to feel 
the 

Wrath 
of God? 

GET LOST, CRUD! 
YOUR CHURCH 
STINKS! YOUR 
BISHOPS TAKE 
PAYOLA! AND 

THE POPE READS 

Hmmmmm! 
We always 

something 
new about & 
the enemy § 

there? Are 
you the 
Exorcist? 

Lady—POSING 
as a Priest! Who 
do you think | am? 

You just learned 
something new about! 

the Devil, Father 

ain Merry? What is it? 

Well, for one 
at these thing, | think 

rituals! 

Okay, Satan! 
| You win! we 

give up! What 
do you want? 
What will you 
take to leave 

this poor 
child’s body? 

Now you're talking, 
you White Collar 

Workers! My deal i 
a simple, typically 
corrupt Hollywood 
deal! A guarantee 

of six more movi 

had this kind of popularity since the 
Inquisition! All this publicity and 
interest! If you think I've got Cults 

and Followers NOW, just wait until six 
evil Flicks” hit the nabes! 

gone! And 
Ravin is 

FREE! But, 
how could 
you make 
that deal? 
How could 

you promise 
him six 

That was easy! Have you seen 
the lines of people, waiting 
to see this movie? Have you 
seen the grosses it’s piling 

up? What ELSE does Hollywood 
need to start a trend! SIX 

more “Devil Flicks”? Why, I'd 
guarantee SIXTY. .. SEVENTY! 

Oh, well. .. that’s 
“SHOW BIZ"'!! more movies? 



THE OILY FIFTIES DEPT. 

BOY ARE WE SICK AND TIRED OF MOVIES THAT TRY AND TELL US HOW MARVELOUS 

THINGS WERE BACK IN THE FIFTIES! ONCE AND FOR ALL, WE'D LIKE THEM TO...- 

Gee, || I promised Hey, don't — Some guy from  Nahh. . . This year, I'm gonna Tseriously thought 
Wizzo, my folks touch my a big company Standard turn over a NEW LEAF! about quitting my job 

I didn't I'd bea hair! It's saw me and Oil! They I'm gonna take a BATH as a Teacher here and 
think Senior by my key to offered mea said my a lot more often! taking up Alligator 
I'd see the time | fame and big contract! hair should —<—S_ I Wrestling instead! 

you back | | was thirty! fortune! be good for Like | meant ——— 
here And | only You mean like atleast ONCE like y This is much 
this missed by Whadda ya Paramount ten barrels a ONCE a didn’t more ofa 
year! three years! mean?!? []__ Pictures? a day! DAY? SEMESTER! you? CHALLENGE! 

| 
What | met agirl! She was so ne an She's really bland and Dinny! | [ You! tcan't 
you do really I'm wild different from || dull, she kept What see you when 
si nice guy! about the other girls! disappearing are you you stand in ve nice guy! UJ about th against the | | looking || front of a Sumer: ares davold background! for? sand dune!! 

Sandee? crazy! Pizza! 

now, it's funny! Every- You're right! =! Schmuck! That's in 
thing here is so different! What's exciting ? another picture! 
Here, when it's Winter, it's in Australia 

Summer back home! When it's is very dull Practising So what's the big 
daytime here, it's nighttime up here! for the difference?! I'm 

there! Here you go SOUTH to ? big Disco }] gonna do the same 
get warm, there we go NORTH! | | Like | | Like | Contest kinda things in 

Everything is just opposite! What? | | YOU! Saturday! THIS one!! ARTIST:MORTORUCKER WRITER: STANHART 
z © 

I sure hope Everything, 5 In YOUR case, SOc Remedial Don’t bug me! I'm wor- > I know! But 
you didn't do but... what? it was probably what Reading! ried enough about my _it's more 

anything {just as well! are you z Brother! He's quitting | | interesting 
foolish with - Everything, Guys like to majoring | [ You oughta || the Priesthood, and— || than any 
that boy ing, = but...you || stay awake dur- in this major in problem in 

last Summer! Raat kno’ ng... you know! semester, Remedial LI idiot! That problem's | | THIS dopey 
Dinny? fF] SINGING! T from your LAST movie! movie! 

1 



[Let me tell you about Summer love . . . 
I never tanned! 

Iwas deep fried! 

—= = 
Started feelin’ | Started peelin’— 

lost half my hide! 

| Blisters, sun rash! | Lost all my cash 
in the damn sand! 

Sand up 
your crotch! 

Sun burn 
blotch! 

\ called, and 
your parents 

said you moved 

Dinny! 
It's 

you!! 

think 
ofa 

problem 
to keep 

this movie 

How about 
me wanting 

to leave 
Brooklyn 
to go live 

in Manhattan? 

| away from home! 
iM I} 

Ahh, they only 
said that to 
protect their 

Then | looked for you 
on the beach... and | 
thought you'd drowned! 

|saw 
an oil 
slick 
on the 
ocean! 

Why do you 
keep going 
back to your 
last movie? 

| want to 
FORGET!! 

But you keep 
remembering 
your PAST! 

| know! It's 
the present! 

fpwant to forget! 

“f 

K The guys are watchin’ 
§ me! | better be mean 

and cruel to her... 

this picture! 

_——_ —} 
Ain’t no fun in Summer love!! 

Lucky for us, 
but not for 

Because we had 
our big emotional |. 

scenes in the 
first two minutes! 
What's left?!?_ | 

And it's less 
embarrassing 
if they think 
he's in love 

with a GUY?!? 

He's embarrassed 
to have the guys 

think he's in 
love with a girl! 

AN ; 

(TORE. 



Tgotan |{ Yeah! ][ tadmire Yeah! She's staying Here am I, I’m apple pie; Its for sure I’m virgin pure; 
offer to || VD films! | | Wizzo for until graduation or Wholesome ‘til the day I die; And I'll never take the cure; 

gointo || forthe || staying in || menopause, whichever There is no doubt; I'll just say “Nope!”— 
films! Army! school! comes first! This dish just won't make out; And be like Ivory Soap; 

This dish is apple pie! Forever virgin pure! 

Ididn't Will you Kenocker, I'll Everything, Oh, Kenocker, you Don't 

know | | please stop give you every- but sure are terrific thank 

you standing in thing, but but wha' resistance! at making love!! him...! 

were front of 
there! white walls! 

... Thank me!! 7)_I just wanted to I was talking Whatchya doin’ U That's “sock”! Hf Yeah? Can he 
see how that sloppy || Hey, nobody | | about your date!! with him?!? give acara 

Get outta here, || beat-upoldheap |) talks about He's wonderful! || complete lube 

Cragface, and could take it! my car Oh, that's He's anathlete! | | He can do any- job, just by 

leave us alone! that way! 4 different! Or, as you say L] thing you can rubbing his 
head on the 

engine block?! 
in America... [] do, and more!! 

a“Yock"! Much more! 

Ls Dyes 



I'm here + That wasin my ]{... and] | Hey! We gonna Hey! Why Tm gonna] {Better you 
because || Why? You're last picture!! THIS |. wrestle... didn't you clear should clear 

| want already the | — picture or are we wipe him 15 feet! | | your complexion! 

tobea Champion Ah-hah! | knew sure gonna chat?!? off before 

star Disco | liked you in we started?! 
athlete! Dancer! 

You wiped your You'll have to use [ Are you hurt...? i forgive you! 7 We'll just have 
hands on your hair to find some- | wash my scouring powder 

|| before you vaulted! Nahh! Gee, || Just like that? thing terrible hands of you! || and steel wool! 
Sandee, I'm || Now whatare || _ to fight about! 
sorry | was we gonna do | —————— 
nasty to for the rest Okay! How about 

you before! [] of the movie? fl your acting?!? 

I know what you want! You're Look | quit High =" it's aneatway >> “Obedience > Hey, Frankie! 
just like all the other guys! who's School and Why of introducing Training” 

Icansee right through you! = | talking! I went toa are another song and school! i Sar] 
— j Z “Special you a guest spot you DIED! 

Training” telling Hey...! 

school, but me In that case, go Isn't that | [1 didn’t die! 
I'm not happy ‘on! What school Frankie My CAREER 
there, either! were you going to? Avalon?!? did!! 



CLASS LACESEELT 
ii ii 

Dog-gie School You failed “fetch” and That doesit! |] Gee, her I've been thinking, Dinny! Hey, there's 
drop out! “sit” and even “heel”! || I'm gonna go || problem There are two things | can't another thing 

All the dogs were And now, they're where noone|| gets do! One is to keep running you can't do! 
smarter than you! all complaining! will NOTICE solved after you! The other is hang 

Dog-gie School You left school in how stupid || almost as around with those dumb girls! 4 What? 
drop out! such and awful mess, tam! I'm fast as 

Youcouldn’tdo |! when you flunked going back to || Dinny and 
what doggies do! “paper training”! Riddle High! || Sandee’s! 

FraYi 
Hello, Dinny! I've I'm talking about Well, it'stime | -- and the winners || | think |] | think you 

missed you! Remember when we made out || to get angry at are Dinny and ChaCha! |! the |] better for- 
when we used to together! you again, Dinny! | ©————— [————| Puerto |} get your 

bounce on my bed?!? Good-bye!! They get atrophy for || Rican |} last movie 
being the best dancers, |! couple || and try to 

and fifty dollars for '||shouldal| salvage 
oiling the gym floor! THIS one!! 

uF 
It's about Hey, Kenocker, | think I'm The whole What'll this do 
time |got || Pregnant! But don't breathe Wizzo's town is have Tnever saw || to my reputation?! 
a problem a word of this to anybody! knocked in’ || leavin’ ff todo a stampede 

of my own in up! ! THAT for!? py Confirm it!! 
this flick! YOU'RE PREGNANT 



You really 
think you 
can beat 
Cragface 
inacar 
race...? 

Sure! I'll burn 
rubber when | start 
. .. Zig-zag around 
the traffic lights 

«+. cut him off. . . 
and ram him! 

Why not?! 
| DID 
IT on 

Amazing! | nev- 
ler saw anything 

like that!! 

Ahhh, | see 
that kind of 
thing plenty! 

When the kids try to 
'|get a spot in the High 
|| School parking lot! 

my 
Driver's 
Test!! 

Make out | | Sorry! I'm f= THEN, 
fabulous, | | with ME! saving And rl 
Dinny! myself when || make out 

Make out till 'm you're with ALL 

with me! married? of you! 

Hove him, and I'm 
going to change for 

him! That's the 
moral in this movie! } 
In order to get the 
guy you love... 

You have to be 
a SLUT!! Whata 

wonderful message 
for the youth of 

America!! 

Hi, there, Stud! LU You bet your buns, lover! 
What's happenin’? 

That's fantastic! Just a 
minute ago, 
dull, bland virgin! Now, 

Oh, wow, 
N\ Sandee! Is 

that YOU?! 

Guess what, 
Kenocker! I'm 

ou're a dull, bland slut! 
as - 

not pregnant! 

Abbh, =I 
cares! 

zy 

These were the fif-ties, when LI 
Things were really great and 
Folks weren’t goin’ nuts! 
Kids then were nifties, with 
Girls in clingy sweaters and 
Guys in duck-tail hair cuts! 
Life was a 
Saturday night prom date! 
That's the way it was then! 

But we won’t men-tion the 

People like McCarthy and 
Crazies like him around! 
And Cold War tension, with 
War in South Korea and 
Bomb shelters underground! 
Things now are 
A helluva lot better 
Than the way it was then! 



§&. DON MARTIN DEPT. 

MOVIES 
WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN 

COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 

What bravery, sir! What fortitude! 
What courage! How ever did you 
manage to remain calmly in your 

seat in the face of fire and panic?? 

< | 



THE EMPIRE STRIKES IT RICH AGAIN DEPT. \ f 

Back in the 1930’s, kids loved those Saturday matinee “ 
the hero battled against incredible odds and miraculously sur 
his life after another—and always just in the nick of time.! 
making those marvelous old “Chapters” . .. and it was only’ a 
someone would revive the “cliff-hanger” gimmick in a modern’ 
That’s why we call the Producers of this recent box-office 

ii 

rials” in which 
d one threat to 

n was an art to 
tter of time before 
ll-length feature. 
-hit thriller .. . 

9 
m 

Hi! I'm Inbanana Jones! I'm Inbanana's girl- 1am Bollix...a 1am Professor 1am Toad, 1am Salaam, 
Half the time, I'ma friend, Marryin! | run dirty, devious French Mucus Crony... [AY your normal an Arab who 

mild-mannered Professor, a sleazy Bar in Nepal, Archeologist! | plot Jones's colleague everyday digs for 
teaching Archeology in a and | can drink any against Inbanana and atthe college!! |* | sadistic ancient 
small college! The other yak-herder under the try to woo away his am soincredibly |-*| Gestapo artifacts 
half of the time, | wear table! I've got an aw- girl friend with de- dull that! don’t |* | agent! My ... not oil 
a leather jacket, pack a ful temper, and | can ception and champagne! appear in any cruelty is ++. Which 
revolver and a bull whip, | | punch out a drunk with In the ULS.A., this guttonr scenes unspeakable! should tell 
and KILL people! I'm a right that's a beaut! makes mea ! rfearimight | But then... you just how , . 

very respected . .. and Inbanana likes me be- In France, thi be mistaken for f” | soare most | | unbelievable ATOR DAMIR MIE CR DERERTOLOCES SAN Nunete 
I'm also very confused! cause I'm so feminine! ! a sand dune! of my lines! this film is! 

> i a ae 7 2 
This lost Inca Construction There itis... the i My traitorous guide is dead, this huge 

temple is really JM Contractors [my Golden Idol of the} i i boulder is crashing down on me, Pres- 
incredible, isn’t f " ae | Incas ... exactly |] wasn't |i] i ident Roosevelt can’t get his new law 
it? The floors [iM better 3000 | where all those fey just i passed in Congress and Joe DiMaggi 

sink under your [ia] years ago tales we heard imitive J went O for 4 against the Tigers! Boy, 
J feet, andthe [YZ thanthey [ie 1 1 Yj talk about your rough days in 1936! 
walls move. ..! 2 : © ’ 

What do you mean, 1 : 
y| “just like that!"? l LLL 

Darn it, Bollix! | nearly get trap- ///| Do you know how \'m sorry to inter- Jones, we're We've heard a great 
ped in the temple, my guide tries {A long I've been rupt your flirti from Army. deal about you, Jones! 
to kill me, | escape poison darts standing out here Professor Jones ... Intelligence! You're a top Archeolo- 

}| and booby traps of all kinds ... and|az] _ in the hot sun, but some important ——ai Ili gist, an expert on the 
_you take the idol . .. just like that! waiting for you?! people are here to Gee, | didn't occult, an obtainer of ° / < see you! Excuse think those rare artifacts, and .. 

Vj \ J an yourself from class two words judging by your last 

\ 

Ms + p : 

Nh 1) Neer 
ling 

for a few months! went together! [remark . . . a wise-ass!! 

ic) 
WS! ‘i I 



Ark, 
—————— 4 

Tanis?!? So Tget it! No, idiot!) -— Not THAT Yesterday, we in- They've been 
=| tercepted aGerman|7|  doingit for that’s Hitler's] | He'll win JH] They're looking Hf” Suret it [I] Dumbo! | mean 
communique which |[ | two years, and game! In one| | the Tanis for the Ark of ||| was built the Ark that 
revealed that the you only found stroke, he game the Covenent! by Noah contains the 

can rule the with one "| You've heard and filled original Ten 
world! His stroke of the Ark of with animals |/| Commandments |/~ 

Nazis have been |)\| out about it 
trying to get 

certain religious 
artifacts for the 

racket will of his the Covenent, so when the that God gave 

a racket! haven't you? |f} flood came— to Moses! 

Welcome Aboard Pan Am Flight 27 |j| This is your Captain speak- || Undependable as 
for Nepal! For your information, ing! | apologize for the usual! And I sure 
the smoking section is from the five-minute delay in take- || hate being crowded Uh... Hello, 

Nazi spy, forward! The no-smoking || off! | also regret that we jg] 24 to a plane! May- mm Marryin! You 
section is from the cute Good-Guy |f] will be three minutes late be in 40 years or Oy remember mi 
American, back! Enjoy your flight [J] arriving in Hawaii and so, they'll get Inte 

their act together! 

- <Q 
Good evening, Frau- Iwant the same 

Seen BS lein! |am Toad... thing that Mr. 
I need that valuable medallion It's amazing how fas the disgusting evil Inbanana wanted! 

medallion your |... after the way you the human heartcan B §B) Nazi from the open- SSE 
father left you! left me? Do you think |Q ing splash panel... al 

Vil pay you you can mend a broken row with $5000 . .. when ii fq] other wa 
$2000 for it! heart with $20007!? lly healed: What do you want?!? iepecaceiy Ma. arounalt 

Hey, you D — 
remember m § youa ia 



You just 
killed 

14 Nazis 
without 

The same people 
who watched you 
down 14 shots of 
straight Vodka— 
then turn cold 
‘sober in a mat- 
ter of seconds! 

Itwas wiseto \ That...and 
disguise ourselves 
as desert Arabs! | | that cruddy 

You mean because| 
we won't be recog- 
Inized by the Nazis?| 

been around 

Don’t you 
have any 
regrets 

about my 
place 

going up 
in flames? 

it also 
allows you to wash 

outfit 
you've been wearing| 
for six weeks! I've 

camels) 
that smell better! 

Boy...am! 
sorry that 

didn't 
bring along 
any marsh- 
mallows!! 

This is the 
excavation 
of the Map 
Room! I'll 
descend... 

down and lend 

Salaam, 
I've got 
some 

terrible 
news!! 

Are you sure. 

Positive! She was 
kidnapped and put 
into a truck which 
caught fire, burn- 

ed up and exploded! 

Can't | come 

you a HAN’? 

I don’t need 
a HAN’! I'll 
do it SOLO! 

shameless 
plug I've 

Here comes the beam of light 
...and ... THERE IT IS! 

The Hell of Holes! 
I've FOUND 

S 

Gaon, Sy 

Not THERE, dummy! 
Thaat's just a MODEL 

of where it is!! 

What happens 
to the BAD 
GUYS! The 
Good Guys 

NEVER DIE 
in movies 
like this! 

‘That was merely 
a ‘‘close call”! 

ACLOSE CALL!? 
Then what do 
you call the 

REAL THING?!? 

First, | must decipher these hiero- 
glyphic instructions! Let’s see... 
“Insert Ancient Medallion (A) into [j 
Slot (B) of Staff of Rah-Rah (C), 
then place Staff in Hole (D) loca- 
ted in 2000-Year-Old Stone (E). 

‘As beam of Light (F) from Sun (G) 
in Sky (H) streams through Zircon 

(1) of Medallion (A), it will give 
exact location of “The Hell Of 

Holes” (J) containing the Ark (K)! 

No... that 
out of 148 
tents in 

the desert, 
Ipick this 

one to duck 
into...1! 

What? That | wasn’t 
killed when that truck 
burned and exploded 
back there in Cairo? 



I've got a tough decision Maybe it's not 
to make! If | free you, Are you just going to || sucha tough 

they'll know I'm here and JM stand there, you big, decision to 
V'il blow my chance of stupid klutz?! Try make after all! = : = 
finding the Ark! But if | tting these ropes | would very much like 5 My Commanding 
leave you here, you may [| without amputating my L! See you around, to see you in this dress, i Officer! It 
be tortured and killed! []] hands, you boob, and— Kiddo... !! my dear! It belongs to toe ) , Bets lonely 

. someone very close to me! i gi 2] in the desert! 

= = MUMAUAldd 1 WE 
Now Toad wants to torture You call that rag a We've uncovered The Hell of Holes ... . the resting- 
you, but I won't let him! DRESS?! You call this place of the Ark! The lightning and thunder over- 
1am a cultured Frenchman, |}}|_slop CHAMPAGNE? Ptui!!_ [ie head means that God is letting everyone know...! 
and Iwill convince you to | \ aaa NX 
cooperate through gifts of Ready whenever 
clothes and champagne . YOU are, Toad! 

Oh, NO! That means | Aman must FACE the things if = > Isee it's 
That room ff YOU must he's most afraid of! I'm it isn't also full of 

is filled afraid of butterflies! If Inbanana |) shivering |] something |}! tei me that | 
with ulp that room was filled with at and else! Thank ||] you're tak- 
SNAKES! HOW do butterflies, then I would shaking! you for |i] ing the Ark 
THATE gg you figure have to go in! It's an an- you doing It's finding the i 
snakes!! cient custom | just made up! down in full of |)|_ Ark for us! 

snakes! 



| It must be Inbanana Jones! 
Put the Ark on a truck and 
get it out of here! And if 
you want to save yourself 

some aggravation, wreck the 
truck before Inbanana does! 

- — gq That doesn’t make any sense! 
Through that ‘Snakes don’t climb walls and What? It 
wall! There push themselves through mortar! couldn't 

have! The 
You know that, and I know that, ] Ark isn't 
and the snakes know that! But 

That means the WALL doesn’t know that! 
it leads to We're going to fool the wall! 

the outside! Quiet! Walls have ears, y'know! ae es! hl > a j 

are snakes 
coming in 
through it! 

The Nazis I've got to Jones is singlehandedly = No, to notify 
are carting go after it! i | attacking atruckcon- || the soldiers’ 
the Ark : 7 § taining 18 of our best next of kin! 
offina jut you've no Nazi soldiers! | must —— 
TRUCK! transportation! ing! immediatel | When Jones 

ffl < starts killing, 
look out! 

Jones, when you 
killing | [Butthe INDIANS] | _ take the word of a Nazi aboard this freighter, |) finish kissing 

killed Custer!! over a History Professor? Ican say what | feel! [J your bull-whip, 
Hove you! | worship |) how about pay- 
you! Inever want to [i] ing some atten- 

be away from you... 1] tion to me2!? 

your Wagner- 
ian Opera 

THAT's for | THAT's for Possibly, but who’s gonna Now that we're safely 



The Nazis have intercepted 
our freighter, recaptured 

the Ark, and taken Marryin b 
hostage! But look at that! 
Inbanana Jones is hanging [* 
on to their submarine 

Hey! If that sub 
submerges, he'll 
DROWN!! Has 

anybody thought |" 

.-me, 
ten mi 

No one who really 
matters! Only you 

in other 

people who have 

that Ark, and 
it tells us 
NOTHING! 

and the 

Bollix has opened the sacred 
Ark... and now he has brought 
down upon himself and the oth- 

ers the Fury of God and the 
Wrath of 60 Special Effects 
People! Don't look, Marryin! 

MM Inbanana... 

_ 
| 

Istilldon't 
understand 
how you ever 
survived that MMM parted... 

Itwas God’s will! |e 
i) When the sub went 

down, the waters [iim 
just like 

they did for Moses! 

When there are SNAKES, he 
lets me look! When there is 
MURDER, he lets me look! 

For once it sounds like some- 
thing SUPER is happening 
and he tells me not to loo! 

Then why is 
God allowing [ae 
theArktobe [iy 

hidden away in 
this warehouse? [i= 

=| submarine ride! 
Cy 

Py 
EA PR 1 0 pe 

seen this movi 

Jones, you've done 
a great service . . 

finding the Ark! And 
you brought it home 
under such incred- 
ible circumstances! 

We've opened You Frenchmen 
are TOO SOFT! 

Let ME take 

B Ark, you will give 
us the information! 
WE HAVE WAYS TO 
MAKE YOU TALK! 

You mean get- 

ting it past 
the hundreds 
of NAZIS that 
were AFTER it? 

No, | mean 
getting it 
past the 

hundreds of 
LOOPHOLES 
in the PLOT! 

—— 
Not even HE 
is powerful 
enough to 
deal with 

GOVERNMENT 
BUREAUCRACY! 
A; 

i 

Ny ind 



ON MARTIN DEPT. 
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Lady, would you mind 
removing your hat?! 

But, I'm not. 
wearing a hat! 



£9) MUCHO DE NIRO DEPT. 

For as long as we can remember, the plot of a “Fight < . Se 

Picture” was usually very simple. An underprivileged bd 

kid starts in the gutter, and blasts his way to the 
top. Then, along comes the first major Fight Picture 
of the '80’s, and what do we get: an underprivileged 
kid starts in the gutter, and blasts his way to the 
sewer! Boy, Hollywood has given us our fair share of 
“anti-heroes” in the past, but now make way for the 
“anti-anti-anti hero” affectionately known as the . . . 

Louk at that! Yeah! That Jerk |§j He's never = =m Trust Ij] They promised Yeah...? Kill the 7 “friggin' " Hey, Jerk!! FRIGGIN’ KILL the The Editor 
A White man Who LaMutha BEEN off Are you {jj me! He f { me a crack at With who? friggin’ never “Friggin’ "is ts he mca instead ethers i Destroy the FRIGGIN’ @ #84 %$@+ of MAD 
and a Black said ain't HU- his feet sure?!?, once LaMutha, but bum, Jerk! heard dirty?! They ber the good old is some long way! | friggin’ bum! J That's all | bum! Knock ff} Magazine... 

man, together |} inte- MAN! He's | | —period!! Only spent |! first | gotta The Hit the such use worse days when MAD used Ona flight from {iy 9 hear! Enough J his @#$%&! J just taking 
in the same gration J never been He even horses two {i win a couple Japs frig right language || janguage than || touse “MF@x@s7 4" New York to L.A. [¥| Tear the ff already with head of a little 
ring, beatin’ would knocked SLEEPS sleep weeks |f| of real easy and in his ‘that on Sat? instead of curse that'slikea [Al P| frigein’ that vile, trip down 
each other's never off his standing standing the friggin’ urday Morning || words! They've sure forced landing | {| crud || disgusting Memory 
brains out! [J work!? Nazis! mouth! TV Cartoons! || come along way!! in Jersey City! |||). apart! |} wordt! are you?! Lanel! 

I COULDA BEEN 
A CONTENDER! 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER. WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL 

I can’t believe What's = Yeah?!? How \| Of all the | Okay! Okay! || Yeah! Okay, here's your Hey, TLL tell you what's goin’ on 
it, Shmoey! It Big deal! So you lost! wrong Why? He's || come he won't ] guys inthe | [Ananimal Hey, you )| Now...how || with meat, Meat Head! pr herd, fight fans! Jerk landsa 

it's my first J You gotta act like a Okay! Now beat up the with his usual let the Mob | Bronx, thad | | friggin’ broad! Don’ do you | left to the eye an’ the broad 

loss! 'dropped MAN! You gottado 2 ‘Referee and the two Jerk self! Mean, || buy into him? iH to marry you! | | ever call me an ani- want your ali'l You call this What's counters with a hard right to 
j|_ the decision what's expected of you! [fj Judges and let’s go! these rotten, foul- Why won't he i] Look at you! mal again! | may be meat...? Gravy RAW?!? Here's goin’ the ribs! Two quick jabs from 

i days, mouthed and || throw fights? You ain't a just a pug, but I got Raw, as Train a KNUCKLE ON Jerk sends her reeling, an’ he 
Shmoey? ||| disgusting! man! You're pride and dignity! usual?!? onthe SANDWICH for up closes in for the finish! Her 

an animal! J ain't no animal! YOUR supper! there? legs are wobbly! She's down! 



ee | ee = 
Hey, Shmoey! Spare It's I don't believe it! The ‘You're an No, cause It's somethin’ 
us the blow-by-blow, Jake... old lady probably took idiot for you got a you're either 
and just give us the bya a dive! She could KILL beatin’ up fight with born with, or |" 
RESULTS, okay knockout! ||] that bum if she wanted! on your ‘Sugar Ray you ain't! 

. Wife like comin’ up, From now on, | 7 N l vik that, Jerk! an’ you use that CLUB 
|| a That's the might ruin I got you for 

worst thing your hands! your Wedding 
you can do! Present! 

Shmoey, you wanna do me a big || Anything 
favor? Start punchin’ me in you say, 
the face as hard as you can! 

| know it gets boring between 
fights, Jerk, but one of these 
days you GOTTA learn how to 
collect stamps or paint by the 

numbers . . . like OTHER people! 

Her name 
this Yeah, it's great! is Vixen! 

better | |A modern swimming ! But keep 
than pool . .. right in away from 
being the heart of The xy her, Jake! 

punched || Bronx! But, when i Thear 
in the does it get filled i! she's big 
face?!? up with water?!? j 

Hil If you ain't doin’ nuthin," 
whaddya say we kinda go over 
t’ my place, have a couple of 
drinks, an’ see what happens? 

Boy, if there's 
ONE thing! 

CAN'T STAND, 
it's a TEASE! 

Well-I-l... 

[un—oKay! 



Pretty classy 7 Le'me show That's the There's the Iwas thinkin’ 
place, huh? But || you around, FIRST chair! An’ Look, before you start maybe we'd get 

it’s a little okay? This THING there's the || anything, | want you to undressed an’ 
cluttered! | is my stove! | gotta dresser! || know | come from a good, 
gotta throw This is my throw — > =|] respectable, religious 

some things out! || refrigerator! out! An’ there's family... and | never ; 
the BED...|| kiss on the first date! no kissing! 

Ss 

For YOU, punchii 
someone in the 

| Gee, Jerk, 
it was so 
fantastic 
«+.S0 

terrific! 

| just remembered that 
I'm fightin’ Sugar Ray 

mouth IS sex!! 

have sex before a fight! 
If | have SEX, | can’t I thought 

I threw 
her out! 

Well, this 
is IT! The 
big fight 

with Sugar 
Ray! Hey— 

is somethin 
botherin’ 
you, Jake? 

She's some dummy!! 
That stupid, friggin’ Wife 
of mine. . . that’s what's 

botherin’ me! She keeps 
tellin’ me that boxin’ is a 

substitute for SEX! Ain't 
that the most ridiculous 

thing you ever heard . 

Everyone KNOWS 
that boxin’ is a 

business and sex 
is a pleasur 

Only a total idiot 
would mix ‘em up! 

tia 
Well, I'm pretty 
well rested now! 
Whaddaya say we 
try another round? 

the Earth 
really moved 
for me! How 
was it for 
you, Sugar 

Tt was just 
okay! | don’t 
think it was 

as great for 
me as it was 

for you - 
Not tonight 
| got a headache! 



Great news, Jerk! Listen, there's a 

I finally got you |{ WHAT?! Are || HUNDRED GRAND 
that Title Fight you kiddin’?! in it for yout! 

with Cerdan! But |] | never took 
there’s a catch! || no dive in 
First, you gotta |} my life, an’ 
fight some bum |} | ain't gonna 
an’ take a dive! || start now! 

you think 
Vixen is 
cheatin’ 

onme...? 

| threw it! | took 

Look, you been buggin’ 
me for days with that 
jealousy crap! | tell 
you she ain't foolin’ 
aroun’! What makes 
you think she is? 

| lost it, Shmoey! This is only the The time he 

| coulda killed ‘second time in his threw a left 

‘im an’ | lost it! life | seen him cry! hook at our 
Mother... 

an’ MISSED! 

The way every- 

body looks at 
"| her and seems 

to know her! 
Like THOSE 
guys, for 

example 

Would you | How is LaMutha gonna Maybe ROBERTO 
explain remain the Number One DURAN is his 

FIX! Fix! | | Something 
tome...? 

Contender by losing strategist! 
this fight? Wouldn't It's obvious 

You're 
I] a Bum, | | Sure! Just 

|| LaMutha! | | axe me... 

the guy who BEATS you don’t 
him then become the understand the 

Number One Contender? Fight Gam 

aa 

The years sure fly by fast, eh Jerk? Off-hand, I can think 
You finally became Champ! You got a of a couple of things! 
divorce, and you married Vixen! An’ Like f'rinstance, if 
I got married, too! Ain't everythin’ 
great?! What can possibly spoil it? 

For God's Sake, - 
Jerk! One of Yeah, but look 

those guys isa |) |) how the THIRD | | CAVELLO! 
PRIEST! The ONE is look- He's lookin’ 
other is GAY! in’ at herl! at ME! 





Man, LI There's a rumor Yeah... Yeah! You think THAT's 
strange?! How about a 
black and white film 

with a color home-movie 
sequence in a black an’ 

white MAGAZINE?! 

Since | retired from the 
and opened up this, 

night club, things have 
been great! Plenty of 

booze, broads and food 

Y'know, Viven, | think I been hit 
in the head too many times! Here 
1am ina black an’ white film— 
lookin’ at home movies of us in 
Florida after | retire, an’ they 
look like they're IN COLOR! 

he's goin’ into he’s 
Show Business! gonna 

Is it true he’s play the 
gonna do “The 

lots of laughs! 

i, Hon! Sorry = Look...1'm Hi 
I'm so late... 

Well, folks, | hate to eat an’ 
waddle, but Vixen's waitin’ 
for me out in the car! We've 

had our problems through the 
years, but she’s been loyal 

What are you Yecccch! 
talking about?! _— —, 

Sounds to 
He's everything me like 
you ain't! He's you been 
sensitive and seein’ a 

sweet and loved COLLEGE 
and respected! PROFESSOR! 

eI 

athas Place |I|| {7 

Well, for one thing: 
financial security!! 

Come back, Vixen! 
Please come back! 

pug! What can HE 
He's got at least 

FIVE MORE “Fight 
Pictures" in HIMI!! 

Hollywood's got about as much 
chance of making some more 
money on a fat creep like 
YOU with a sequel than they 
got making a sequel to “The 

Attack Of The Killer Tomatoes”! 



the movie 
view like that!? r—blocking the 

2 8 3 £ . 8 8 & a PS S z é = = $ x ra 2 a 3 F 3 3 2 a z =z 
with your stupid heads togethe! 



Jus’ look at what |, 
our countrymen 
aredoingto |, 

each other here! 

Thiss Miami iss ‘Oh? What wass All right, childrent Virigg... | '[ Well, we may not Listen, | got Isaid | had Iss all set, Toadie! Man, in Cuba, they lock- They say that Fidel 
a terrible place! Iss much worse OUTSIDE happening...? Time for your lesson! You frigi haff much here in beegdreams,| [ THISS...2!2 | |BEEG dreams,| | Rank Lopizz says he ed us UP for killing Castro emptied his 

the camp! | saw twenny- ——— Now...who wants to |//\| He frigg: thees camp, but at |{j;;zj|Bebbee! Some} | Feefty dirty Bebbee...!! | | weel spring us from somebody! Here, they're Cuban jails of the 
two AMERICANS killing The Dolphins conjugate the MOST She friggs leas’ ourkeeds are |) day,allof f|  tents...an’ I never said here! All we gotta gonna let us OUT for worst criminals and | 

each other! Ugg! What were playing IMPORTANT VERB in We frigg getting a decent thiss wee! |! ninety tons of thad TER- do iss ICE one of killing somebody! | tol” shipped them her 1 
blood an’ violence...! the Steelers! this movie? Miguel?? MI They frige. American education! be YOURS!! || street crap?!? |_| RIFIC ones! his ol enemies ...! you America iss GREAT! | | to Miami Beach... !! i 

i i } | 3 \ PR awe RR I]| i 

How'd you guys 
like to work for 

Rank Lopizz, the 
big junk dealer? 
But you gotta be 
really tough! 

SNORT SUBJECT DEPT. 

Some time ago, a promising young film star 
rose to new heights portraying a brilliant 
Italian-American college graduate who takes 
over a huge criminal empire. Now, more than 
ten years later, this same film star sinks 
to new lows portraying a sick, amoral Cuban 
junkie who takes over another huge criminal 
empire. In real life, this would be called 
“degeneracy.” In Hollywood, this is called 
“progress.” Anyway, here’s our version of— SCAR RED FACE 

Yeah? How 
many...? We're really 

tough, Man! 
We killed a 
lot of frig- 

gin’ people! 

Today alone 

We're supposed to 
make a cocaine Coke iss it 

the mos’ pickup in one of 
refreshing thees apartments, |" 

but | ain't chure 
which one...!! 

ARTIST: JACK DAVIS 

Thiss muss be the plase! PR ee la 
What * Truss me! | 
makes | — | gota NOSE 
you i for thiss 

say so? sorta thing! 

WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL 

Hey, Man! We're 
here to deliver 
the money for 

the coke pickup! 

Juss a minute, Man! 
We ain't finished 
with the delivery 

boys ahead of you! 

Hoo-hah! | 
guess thiss 
means they 
don' tip! 

WANT 

kids used to eat CAKE at birthday 
Well... at least 
they still hire 
CLOWNS! 

-when |/ 
| i 

ke the good old days 



h || = 
You done a good job for Hey, Toadie, |; Hey, 
ane rosa You pirat ' Uae Eater In THAT monstrosity?! with Rank Lopizz, maybe she jow 

you gonna make it beeg! Go suck an ih 

Thiss ain't LEOPARD 
skin, Bebbee! Thiss 

With those OBSCENE iss HUMAN skin! The 
LIKES you! ‘bout seat covers! | happen spots all over it 

— ee yoy Weeth ME, |: aride to LOVE animals, and are BULLET HOLES! 
. thiss iss my she's a in my | wouldn't sit on girl friend, Elvirus... |_greaseballt leetle cold! classy LEOPARD skin for all Well, in that case— 

new car? maybe a short spin! the gold in Ft. Knox!! 

bA | Pee i 
Great news, Meanie! = Tillet you Mama, iss your son, = Mama, alll 

Elvirus an’ me iss Man, thass know as soon as Toadie! | became a || ! don’ wan your do is ring 
gettin’ married! | terrific! | 4] | check out when beeg shot here in feelthy money! doorbells an’ 0 
asked her toname When iss it fi America, an’ | got Ican imagine deliver packs 

the day, and she did! gonna be? plenny of BUCKS how you got it, of POWDER! didn't you 
for you! Here... you dirty bum! SAY so?! 

Lill Iss good to see my sister, The sick, Toadie iss after my Gun the dirty @#8%& downt!_| |! { Genie, again! To me, you disgusting (|. girl, an’ he iss try: How do you} \ are a pure angel! An’ that is- theengs =] _ing to take over my wanusto a[_Butremember... there are 
iss why | don’ wan you to it I'm doing 4) business! Iss time to take care of [A] INNOCENT PEOPLE around! So \ let men do all those sick, to you $] pull the plug on him! him, Boss?? |{=}| make sure THEY get it, too! 4 disgusting theengs to you! i right now!! q 



Hey, Waiter! Those two guests just filled 
you full of lead! How come you don’t die?! 

=a] V 
not my table! 

LL, 

va 

your Sister! 

Ttook friggin’ care of 
your friggin’ hoods, an’ 
now I'm gonna wipe YOU 

off the friggin’ face of 
the friggin’ Earth, too! 

Wow! You realize they used the 
word “frigg” in this move as a 
noun, a verb, a preposition, an 
adjective... forty ways in all! 
There's no other way to say it! 

m1 
Frigg you, Frigg YOU, 
fink ...!! Rank... !! 

Hey, Man, that's 
fanfriggintastic! 

Make that 
FORTY-ONE! 

Well, Bebbee... how you like bein’ 
married to the mos’ important dope 

dealer in Miami, with six billion 
dollars an’ ninety-two mansions!? 

Hey, Boss... 
Ijuss found 
out that your 
bes’ friend, 
Meanie, iss 

What?!? Yecch! Ptui! 
That makes me feel 
dirty all over! I'l 

grab another bubble 

Greaseball... 217 | take You take 
eight bubble baths a day!! YOUR 
<= <I bubble 

Is that what you call them?! ] | baths, an’ 
You're supposed to use SOAP 
in the water, not COCAINE! 

I'll take —r 
You're still a greaséball,, Toadie! 

i i i 

iil {ith 
They're livin’ right here 
in town, Boss! You don't 
need to take no PLANE! 

livin’ with bath, an’ then I'll 
fly over an’ see them! 

Hey, Man... said I'd 
FLY over! | didn't say 

nuthin’ about no PLANE! 

SS SS 

Wait, Toadie! 
Before you say 
or do anything 
crazy, please 
listen to me! 
Meanie and! 

are MARRIED! 

Married?!? You're a sweet, decent 
girl! You CAN'T marry him! Don't 
you know that your marriage wass 
already arranged... to a decen 
wonderful, old-fashioned boy 



You??? Okay! 
But, Okay! 

adi- 
vorce! 

right! We're 
Catholic! 
I'l get an 

annulment! 

Forget it!! 

Forget it...?! 
Five years ago, 

Mama turned me 
down! And now, 

You've had it, 
Toadie! We're 
Federal Nar- 

cotics Agents! 

This is it, Toadie! 
We're Dope Pushers 
Local 14! You don't 
run a Union Shop! 

LM 
Toadie, we're from the 
National Rifle Associa- 
tion! We're here because 
we just love to shoot! 

Well... it 
looks as if 

he died where 
he wanted to 

«in his 
bubble bath! 

Yeah! But at least he 
seems to be showing 
some remorse for the 
inexcusable life he 

led! Hear him crying? 

He’s not crying! He’s 
still sniffing coke! 

cases of addiction... 

ily a final deterrent! 

I hear that in extreme | ( 

death is not necessar- 

Look at that big, ghastly 
scar on his face! | can see 
where he got his nickname! 

If you think THAT scar 
is ugly, wait till they 
look up his NOS! 



om ., DON MARTIN DEPT. 

ONE FINE DAY DOWNTOWN WHILE 
WATCHING A DOUBLE FEATURE 

Oh, what's the big deal? ! ? You KNOW 
this stuff only happens in the movies! ! 

WRITER AND ARTIST: DON MARTIN —_ COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 



DEJA REVIEW DEPT. 

Tthought we were 
just delightful!! 

WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN 

First, let's look 
at a blockbuster 
comedy success! 

| thought you'd be 
pleased that MAD's 
artist drew you with- 

I thought our com- 
ments were sharp, 
perceptive and 

Hi, there! My name 
is Gene Sissy...! I thought we were 

witless, tedious, 
And I'm Roger And I disagree! provocative, and ] inane and totally out filling up the This movie was a 
Ebore! We re- our dialogue was » | | lacking in any entire page! Anyway, “satire” of occult 

cently appeared far superior to keen insight... we're back again to films, featuring a 
in an issue of surprised they especially in review three hot mov- trio of Investiga- 
MAD to review 
three movies! 

brought us back 
for this sequel!! 

everything YOU tive scientists! 
It was called... 

the actual movie 
| les of last Summer! spoofs themselves! | \j 

——t 
Gentlemen... 
we've got a 

problem here! |" 
=r 

What is it?? 

EY SEs 
A lady is returning 

an overdue book 

Well...there's no- 
thing odd about that! 

She took it 
out in 1832 

ARTISTS (IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE): SAM VIVIANO, HARRY NORTH AND ANGELO TORRES 

GHOSTI-DUS 

You three are a JOKE to 
the Parapsychology Depart- 
ment of this University! 
Pack up your laser beams 
and leave!! You're OUT! 

Well, this is it! Here we are 
| ...Dr. Leerman, Dr. Staunch 

and Dr. Stickler...in our own 

=] Wow! A genuine free- |/ 
floating apparation! 

u 

yi 
Nahh! Leave it alone! 

B-but, why, Leerm: 

I think he's kick- 
ing us off campus! 

We—we won't 
forget this! 

J Yeah! A “Satur- 
day Night Live” 

sketch that 
costs thirty 

million dollars! 

SSS 
Yeah! When you die 
and you come back 
to haunt somebody, 

you're in DEEP 
TROUBLE, Buddy!! 

There's a—a 
supernatural 
blob, float- 
ing through || 

Let's try to con 
our way into anoth- {S 

er University’s 
Parapsychology 
Department! 

There ARE no 
other University 

partments! They 
just made one up 
for this movie! 

—s 
|] Don't sweat 

it! We're 
the “Ghost- 
Dusters"! 

vam 

I've read every 
single issue of 

“CASPER”! Now, 
Back off, Man!! 

Yes...but what 
credentials do 
you have! What 

2 
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Not really! $4000 for trapping the beast, This is 
4 $1000 for getting rid of the hideous thing, 

J There may be ,| and $6000 for amusing your hotel guests 
corridor, and I'll FUNNIER “| with some pretty decent one-liners 
swing down to the LINES in 
hotel ballroom the ballroom! | | Isn't that a “bel Your prices are funnier Li What happens to 
7 little high?!? than your one-liners! the creature now? 

it'll never live to Weird things have been hap- | You don't look or act like Really...?? 
s| haunt us again!! jis pening! My eggs popped out ! ascientist, Dr. Leerman!! 
Sa - of their carton...and now, Saal 

THIS!!... my refrigerator Hove my work! Ghost | | you realize 
glows with a strange light! |/ catching is a growth f'm the only 
Isit...uh...supernatural? |) 1 industry! But | have person to 
NM + 7 to be honest with ever SCORE 

you! It's also a great ata 
Way to meet girls...! SEANCE!! 

Hmmmmm! She's i lam the Gate py We are possessed by 
levitating— [) GREAT DATE! ! Crasher...! ff the demigod, Gonzer! 
and babbling Idon't have to } We belong together! I in my old 
incoherently! for di life, | 

7] And together, we can wasen 
wil file ajoint return! I accountant! 

Aa i 



Thanks for 
saving us! 
That was 
really 

frightening! 

This report says your 
girl friend and some 
nerd Accountant are 
both possessed! And 
their apartment build- 
ing has become “Rost 
mary's Baby Towers” 

Incredible! This nev- 
er happened before! 

‘Are you kidding... 
EVERY movie has a 

spooked high-rise on 
Central Park West!! 

Yeah...but 
no chick has 
ever dumped 
me for an 

Accountant! 
We gotta 
stop this!! 

Ifyou think THAT was 
frightening, let's talk 
about girls who go 

through life with the 

Tm new 
in town! 

Who's that 
magnetic 

loved this 
film! It 

had breezy 
dialogue 
and some 
terrific 
special 
effects! 

They were 
scary, too! 

In fact, 
Gene's hair 
would've 
stood on 
end...if 

he had any! 

HEY 
PIPE 

They're 

but we're 
kooky! 

spooky— |} 

Careful 
of the 

Take a good look, Hon: 
} eychild! It's a sight 

you will probably nev- 
Babe! That 
laser might 
accidentally 

We gave it a 96! 
Not only was it 
funny...but be- 
cause of the hit 
song, it was one 
of the few com- 
edies you could 
dance to...! 

Speaking of “hits”, our 
next film's soundtrack 
became a HIT ALBUM!! 
The film starred a gar- 
ish rock singer named 
“Prance” in a writhing, 
sizzling, high-powered 

funky music melodrama— 

you're 

through 
showing 
off your 

adjectives, 
let's 

take a 
look at... 

Well, don't tell Hi! I'm The Kidd... an electrify- Tel Oh, really...? 

Who'd think so 
many cool, funky 
musicians would 

singer play a club in 
up there? MINNEAPOLIS! 

THEM! They're 
so stoned, they 
think they're 

at the FORUM 
in Los Angeles! 

ing, half-Black, half-Italian, bi- 
sexual-looking rock performer who 
wears 18th Century lace and makes 
Boy George look like Walter Mon- 
dale! | could be a SUPERSTAR! 

Ux B) Sam 

What’s holding 
7 



vt /é 
3 I think we have ? 

the beginnings 
\| of a solid '80's 

relationship!! 

PAN IAL VY NZ 
To show you how much | care, RS ae crazy...! 

Jump z 
offthe | ..| Okay, then 
Empire |" '| dive NUDE 
State into a freez- 

Building! ing lake! 

I've dived, nude, into this 
freezing lake for a man I've 
known only twenty minute: 

“4 7 y, 

fi ‘And to show you how cool 
41am, | won't let you 

back on my motorcycle! a 

Kidd...1 It's the fresh air! It's Hello, Sweet Thing! I'm Norris, the Ne “Beat It” | 
think I'm unhealthy for people like coolest, the funkiest, the baddest! folks... [Ry until | brought and || 
catching |_us! We better go back in Stick with me, Baby! I'll give you : “| home some pop “Hit Me 

a smoke-filled nightclul something The Kidd can't give you!  Isyour records a few With 
? —_ Dad al- alt Your 

What's ~.. A third-rate “Cab ways this |’ Best 
that...2 | | Calloway” impression!! violent? Shot 

1) 

Tell me, what's a 25-year-old I My Mom's the only woman in jj All this Okay, let's play Ttold 
rock performer doing...still {!| | town who'll iron the ruffles family Forget about that, | | “Trivial Pursuit” you 
living at home with his folks? on my fancy Colonial shirts! |} violence |_| Kidd! Look...now | | and then groove Twas 

oy ] has made that we're alone on some Robert mixed 

; me mixed| | in your pad, don't | | Goulet albums! | | up and |’ 
f up and you want to. DO con- 

confused! something...?? You're KIDDING! fused! 



ii 3 il nM oe dl Fe ae Sr 

You're a mystery, Babalonia! Listen. ..before we make What's going on here. “| You know the problem I don't ca 

| don't know anything about love, | have an important = Zz = with this movie? The think 
you! Before we make love, | question to ask, too...! i The Kidd and Norris budget was three mil- they got 

have an important question are at it again...! lion bucks for costumes their 
Who ARE you??? fes? |_| WHAT are you??? They'rehavinga | | and only fifty dollars “| money's |» 

“CLOTHES-OFF"! for acting lessons! worth!! 

Gee, Dad, | 
didn't know [| wrote back in the 
youwerea | ||| 40's and 50's! The 

In what way. 

SONG music scene was a 

WRITER! lot different then! 

r x 
In those days, 

Twant to dedicate this 
song to my Father, who at- 
tempted suicide, lived... 

LT... and will probably 
attempt suicide again 

after he hears this! 

LT"'it's called 
“PURPLE 

ACID RAIN 

we had a thing 
called “melody”! 

Kidd, now that you've got it 
all together, let’s get mar- 

ried and settle down! We can 
What | disliked 
most about this 
film, aside from 
the ear-shatter- 
ing sound track, 
was the dreadful 
acting! Prance 

had the dramatic 
range of a plat- 
ter of cold cuts! 

I disagree! | 
saw home movies found the amateur- 
of Bobby Dylan's ish acting a PLUS! 

In fact, I thought 
this was one of the 
best low-budget 

films ever to come 
out of Minnesota 
featuring a funky 
rock performer!! 

and the music, 
production and 
performances 
put this movie 

Our last film was 
the “sleeper” hit 
of the Summer! It 
was about a skinny 
kid who moves to 
California, gets 

beat up by bullies, 
and learns Karate 
from a Japanese 

handyman! Here's— 



The Karoc 
Danyell, you're gonna 
love California! It's 

=| much better than New 
Jersey! Whaddya think? 

Isn't it beautiful...? 

I'm not sure, Mom! We've been 
in L.A. three hours...and | 
still haven't seen it! Right 

now, it looks like the Pulaski 
=| Skyway during the rush hour! 

Meet my ex-boyfriend, 
Johnnymop! He has a 
Black Belt in Karate! 

= ENEINO 5 
“| exir Here” 

Hi, there! 
Ima 
bright, 

gorgeous, 
California 
blonde! 

Hi, there, your- 
self! 'm trash 

from New Jersey! 
We have absolutely 

We're holding the same 
volley ball, aren't we? 

nothing in common! 

1c 
Yeah! In California 
So ... that's a 

what? COMMITMENT! 

He ALSO has a 
How come it's over Black Belt in 

between you two? PERSONALITY!! 

Punk...I'm gonna beat you up...California stylell 

Yeah!! You ready...?!? 

\ 
a= 



You new boy in building, eh? My name is Miyakki, the most 
mysterious, wisest Maintenance Man in Southern California! Ln A=: 
What makes you so wise? 

= 

}-| Inever do any “maintenance”! | 

on, nue % at rel rg EB ap 
mins hy Sc gay oe ae ee ae Otel ae Re SB eS 

You've been in “TIMEX”? || Because...I'm 
California for Well...the |—| Why do being beaten up 

-| a week, now, kids have a they like clockwork! 

_| Danyell! How NICKNAME for call you But...|takea 
are you enjoy- | | me! They call “Timex"? lickin’...and 

me “TIMI keep on tickin'! 

Wow! The old man 
is singlehandedly 
wiping out five 

teenage toughs! 

you learn that?? 
Hey, Man, where'd |<) place | was 

Hearn from 
very special 

| person—in 

at years ago! 

af uuu I 

No...from You were c Tell THEM that! 
4 man called 7 terrific, Violence getting ||| Karate not || mm—5 

~| “The Fonz” |- Miyakkit is always my butt ||| in fists! So far...their 
| —in series Iwant you | | last answer kicked || Karate in ||| hearts and minds 
>| called “Hap-|° | toteach me || to problem, | | every day!| | heart and ||| are beating the 

Karate! Danyell! in mind! ||| crap out of mel! 

i 

NX =~) 
Those are the Remember! Strike first! — On your FACE! Truss, | come to True, but Inspiring 
guysthat have | | Strike hard! Nomercy— | ] The rest of you, request that your What! This wimp] | we have motion 
been pounding EVER! Boni, you showed practice today’s student refrain doesn't stand a tradition pictures 
me toa pulp! mercy! Give me thirty lesson..."How from beating up chance! Johnny- ‘on our called 

And that macho | | pushups—the hard way!! | | To Knee A Peace- Danyell until the mop is stronger, side...! “Rocky I", 
lunatic is their Loving Pacifist Karate Tournament | | faster, more ex- x | “Rocky” |LTe 
Instructor! In The Groin"! ... When they will perienced, and WHAT and 

meet in big match! fights dirtier! tradition? | | “Rocky Il 



Me tiave miieh Good! Start Tewon't! Humility and discipline are you Tight 

work before by waxing my How But... if first steps in mastering Ka- Be honest, on ROWBOAT, 
tournament! cars! Then— will you lose rate! Also, BALANCE! Good Mr. Myakki! you are home 

These are sand my deck, doing tournament balance essential to good What are my free! Fight 

the rules! stain my fence, all and can't Karate! So practice balance | | chances in the onlandes 

TEACH paint my house that gobackto |, | on bow of rocking rowboat... | | tournament? very iffy! 
You LISTEN! ... and then, help hel school, at |z 

Ihave another PP} east you 
“HTS small task... | will have 

= 

SS 
Thave taught $$$ oee...2? |- | find it hard to be- Great! 
you well! Your Yeah, but his fistsand |—) You are lieve that a skinny If you're looking for Anda cute, My 

[——] heart and your his feet are lethal wea- |__| already |” kid like me—with on- things that are hard rich blonde spirits 
mind are well- | | pons...and he outweighs |~ | qualified ly “mental toughness” | | to believe, how about who's at- are 
disciplined— me by a hundred pounds! fora —won't get KILLED | | a Maintenance Man who | | tractedto | | really 
and your bal- I think he's got an edge “Yellow by a Black Belt Super owns five antique cars the school | | soaring 

is tuned! ...and I'm scared stiff! Star like him...!! and a huge house...? wimp...? now!! 
7 
7, 

You WON!!! \\ got smart! At the last second, | What can Must've 
How'd you I came to my senses and CHANGED isay? [ lloathed | beena ff That's all 7 will be 
DO it??? COACHES! If not, I'm a dead man! Not one Mf it! Why, |] JUMBO [| the time wearing 
= Sle ; single | Iwalked J we have! white... 
G ‘ey thing in f outin [M) That's ff So...till so they 

; this film ff} the mid- [ff the only [| we meet can pro- 
@ ‘ wasbe- ff dle... [kind that ff again... ject the 

k= lievable! [| and | was [lf youd fit [we'll see ‘MOVIE 
loved through! fl you at the ‘on his 

n LL movies! LI audience! back! 



TOOTSIE ROLLED DEPT. 

MY | | ite) e@ 

Just remember— 
it’s my job that's 
important! Not our 
kids and certain! 
not your “acting 

My kids deserve a 
normal home life with 
a mother and a father! 
Thanks to my brother 
here, I'm now both! 

were just some guy dressed 

brother, I'd kiss you hard 

OUBTFUL 
ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES WRITER: STAN HART 

You're gorgeous! If you There's our uncle who's a 
flaming queen, our father who's 
a cross-dresser and our uptight, 
maniacally-driven mother! Is there 

like that and not my 

and full on the lips! 

P<) F 4 g a eg 
Haven't the makers of 4am SI he's more like 

this film ever seen a comedy black 
Soapdish or Punchline hole! When she's FS 
or the two Smokey And 
The Bandit flicks? Don't 
they know Sally Field 
isn't a comedy star? 

They say 
this film 

is filled 
on camera, all [ummm with 
the comedy warm, 
mysteriously tender 
disappears! moments! 

| a decent role model in the house? 

Yeah, that 
crime really 
pays well! The 
producers stole 
the whole story 
from Tootsie and 
got away with it! 

not! | have 
diabetes! 
That much 
sugar in 

my system 
will Kill me! 



78 

VY 

But to you it's morally 
okay for the kids to see 

the sadistic cat and 
canary beat the crap out 

PIM] of each other throughout 
this entire violent 

cartoon? You're fired! 

I'm not going to 
do the voice-overs 

for this! It's 
morally wrong for 
kids to see their 
favorite cartoon 

characters smoking! 

No, no! Let's talk this over! 
We can go for therapy! | 

understand they do wonderful 
work at “The Burt and Loni 
Family Counseling Center! 

' at, 
I~ fe x, 

This is some |_| 
birthday party! |=] 
Leave it to dad 
to do something 7] 
to surprise us! 

What's even more 
surprising is that 

‘an unemployed actor 
like him could pay 

for all this! 

‘She's some sympathetic 
character! She's deprived 

those children of any 
parental attention! First 

she threw their father out 
of the house and now she's 
‘too busy with her career to 
spend any time with them! 

The kids would 
be better off 
if she were on 

welfare! At least 
then she'd be 
home with them 
watching daytime 

soaps and Geraldo! 

Leaving the toilet seat up is grounds for divorce! 
| give sole custody of the kids to the wife, even —=—==——= 
though she has no time for them and | grant very 

limited visitation rights to the father who 
loves them dearly and wants to be with them! 

V [How coud he} 
make such 
an unjust 
ruling? 

This is nothing! You 
should have seen when 
he presided over the 

first Rodney King trial! 

| imitate voices of 
famous people! 

Listen: “Play it again, 
Sam’...“Frankly 

Scarlett, | don’t give a 
damn”...‘‘Go ahead, 
make my day”... 

“Hasta la vista, baby!” 

If someone 
could bottle they 
your energy | | already 

and sell 
it to Ani 

the public, they 
y called 

it 
Aladdin! 



That handsome He must also be the Maybe he Aren't So we're Well, for 
guy wants you Stuart horniest! Why else just hates i Chinese food having ‘one thing, 

to decorate Dimwire! would he hit on some- going out tation again, dad?! leftovers! you don't 
his new house: He must be one who looks to be with days You served us Tell me one have a 

| think he's the richest suffering from sleep anyone fun, the same thing thing wrong refriger- 
got the hots man in San deprivation and has i with that! 

for you! Francisco! three kids to boot?! 

S 

I'm a middle 
aged nanny from 

England with er...Mrs. 
great references, Raw Sewage! 

looking for a 
position of 

responsibility! 

Vil change the number 
So no one can call! 
Then I'll make crank 
calls to her to set 

up the moronic plot! 
it’s dumb, but it'l 
give me a chance 

to do more schtick! 

I'm placing 
an ad for 
a house- 
keeper to 

How do you 
know you 

won't get some 
watch the deviate who'll 
kids while take advantage 

tm of our innocence 
working! and abuse us?! 

Changing you into a 
woman is a snap! | did 

it for Jack Lemmon and 
Tony Curtis in Some Like 

It Hot, and Dustin 
Hoffman in Tootsie and 

that darling little 
guy in The Crying Game! 

Sure, but he left in the 
middle! Once | put a huge 
fake nose on an actress 

and accidentally used Crazy 
Glue! It never came off! 
But do you think Barbra 
Streisand ever thanked 

me? The ungrateful bitch! 

When you get 
home from 
school you'll 

do homework, 
clean the 

house, cook 
dinner and 
clean up! 

a, 
Only [) How come | sud- 

litt | if (et denly changed 
have you from a total lie 

[] todo || ask slob into a rigid | 

all my disciplinarian? 
that permis- If I'd been half = 

Vil sion as strict as a 

die! first! father, I'd still la 
be living here! 

{ 



check up 
on Daniel 

I can see 
Er...'m his sister a family 
from England! We |_ 
were separated at Especially 
birth when a band around 
of roving schizo- the legs! 

resemblance! 

phrenics stole him! = 

=a 

T Maybe you 
Oh dear! | should 
forgot to consider 

use my Lady’ using a 
Remington Toro 

steel lawnmower 
razor today! instead! 

p 

He could have 
easily told her 

Danie! was out, but 
then he wouldn't have 

had the chance 
to do his quick-  |5 
change schtick! SS. 

First, they steal from Tootsie by 
dressing him in drag! Now they steal 

my kitchen scene from Kramer vs. Kramer! 
What's next, my savant from Rainman? 

Mrs. Doubtful, I've been 

How long should | wait 
before | have sex again? 

divorced for three months! 

And since his 
schtick is the 

only reason people 
sit through this 
bomb, why bitch 
that it doesn't 
make sense! 

Alr 
| 3) 

And the way you 
look, by that 
time you could 

You must wait 
until some- 

one asks you! 

You're not 
a woman, 

you're 
a man! 

a 

‘And not only are you 
a man, you're my father! 

Ican tell by the |~ 
way you miss the bowlt! 

oe 
This was the 
only way | 
could get 

to see you! 

Oh daddy! We're 
‘so glad you're 
here every 
day with us! 

Just one favor! Empty 
your bladder before you 
get here! My sneakers 

have holes in the bottom! 

ike 

om. 

AN Ss 
Prife > SO ABA 



‘ae Se ee 
| think 
| feel ® Look at 
hand Stuart! 
on my He's waving 

leg! Oh, his arms! 
it's mine! Oh no, he's 

Never mind! choking! 

Be patient! If 
you leave him 
alone, he'll 
stop waving 

his arms 
in a couple 
of minutes! 

a 
‘Bs 

L 
My I can't t was —————— Yikes! Those 
God! believe it! you Right! And it You've were 
Some- You're dressed was worth it seen the 
body really in to be near my me unpleasant 
has Daniel! drag kids, even prac- moments 
to all though there tically | was 

along? were unpleas- naked! referring 
ant moments! —————— to! 

be given sole custody and 
that the father be granted 

visitation only in the 

liaison! Case closed! 

My verdict is that the mother 

company of a court appointed 

He 
treated lA 

No he 
didn't! 

He usually 

murderer! 

Let's hear the next case! The 
question before the court is: 
Should the career of Pierce 

Brosnan be declared legally dead? 

T think it was wrong to have 
been so harsh with your 

father! | think this experience 
may have changed him! 

sera -_ — 
it certainly has! These [| Right, Mrs. Doubtfull [=] Don't 

kids need a loving You know you're not they 
couple to look after much worse looking than |_| make a 
them and we're that {| — she is, but you're a |=} delicious 

plcouple! Right, Stu, baby?|-| hell of a lot more fun! couple! 



THE SECOND SLIME AROUND DEPT, 

What's the hot-action, feel-good 
hit of the summer that people are 
flocking to see? Batman, of 
course! Which is why MAD now 
proudly presents its satire of... 

Mii " \ 
Why are Bill Murray, Dan | guess the Sly // é \ J J Like Dan 

Aykroyd and Harold Ramis Look at the awful films they were in when they tried \ Stallone philosophy /}) % you choose Quayle 
playing the same roles something different: Ramis in Baby Boom; Murray |. really applies: “If 2 E 4 this dangerous occurances that people can being Vice they played in almost in The Razor's Edge and Scrooged: Aykroyd in at first you do succeed, » Ws,” line of work? neither understand nor explain! 
the same movie more Spies Like Us, The Great Outdoors, The Couch Trip do it over and over 
than five years ago? | and My Stepmother is an Alien—all bombs! < and over again!" 

rau) t \ 

SBUSTERS Il © 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER WRITER: STAN HART 

Mavs 
At the end of Two things: First, the marshmallow man you ‘ Nj How secure would Everyone — As clergymen, we're Yeah. You want people to believe 

Ghostbusters |. exploded resulted in lawsuits because it gave the baby so you feel if your thought eft him and his y I. against people believing in everyday stuff like Noah and 
we were big half the people in New York diabetes! : by 8 _| disturbed? mother once turned into you and Grossbusters to stay with in fantastic nonsense like |: | the Ark, Jonah and the Whale, and heroes! Now it's another Sly Stallone philosophy “all eo Peter a group with a lot more \ % : supernatural phenomena. talking serpents with apples! 
we're bums! guarantee that the audience will like the stars of nS | would live class—some Gorillas in 

What happened? a movie, keep returning them to the underdog roles!” happily the Mist of Africa! That's 
i ever after! | | where my baby was born! 



SESTRATE]) 
| know that babies No matter how ] | | know what he's. A 

get gas, but this one much1 yell going to be when | | Manhattan 
reminds me of some of | | for him to he grows up! taxi 

cab 
i 1 iver ignoresme! driver! 

After 
Grossbusters 

went bankrupt, 
he went to the 

You stupid 
old hippo! 
Get outta 
here and 

I thought 
he was a 

Grossbuster! 
How did the guys on my Friday stop, he 

night bowling team! he get Morton Downey, Jr. 
his own School of 

talk show? Broadcasting! ¥: 

NIT 
sed Ss) NI 

Get lost! The Mayor 
doesn't want to be 

seen with a 
Grossbuster! 

human emotional states 
have an effect on the 
paranormal magnetic 

field. For instance, 

| can't let people think 
that I run the city by 
consulting some 
occult weirdo! 

Why not? That's the 
way Ronnie and 
Nancy Reagan 
ran the country 
for eight years! 

We gave them milk 
cartons whose spouts 
stay glued when they 
try to open them and 
baseball cards with 
at least two sets of 

doubles in each pack! 

You're new 
at cleaning 
paintings, you say 
aren't you? that? 

What makes 
Only a rookie 
would sand- 

blast the 
Mona Lisa! 

I must know 
if there's 
anything 

wrong with 

As aman of science, | have ways 
of discovering what the trouble is! 

By using your state-of-the- 
art equipment? 

No! By using 
my nose! 
This kid 
needs to 

be changed! 



“J tamthe em- 

and | plan to 
conquer the 

itto my will! 
world and bend 

I've 
found 

something! 

4 +] My | | Who else? = 
bodiment of evil m ] Bring me Why don’t [> 

you find a 
woman 
and have 
your own 

City drinking J 
water supply! | 

They're charging 
us with causing 
the blackout! 
Think you can 
get us off? 

I'm not too sure. The last 
client | defended was being sued 
for returning a Nintendo game to 
Sears that he really bought at 

K Mart! It was a landmark case! 

I'd like to, 
but at my age, 
well...some 

things are even 
beyond the 

powers of the 
child? supernatural! 

Itwas the first 
time the defendant 

ina civil case 
was given the 
death penalty! 

mH 

Hey, I need protection 
during this blackout! 

In the last five 
minutes, I've had my 
car stolen and been 
mugged three times! 

Oh, no! Not 
“Godfather 

mt 
Somebody 

de lo 
something! 

Word was that cars were 
moving smoothly on this 

street, so the New York City 
Traffic Dept sent us over 

here to do something about it! 

No kidding! pax Oh, 
Did they really! 
take your 
gun, too? 

Because that's 
how we get our 

electrical 
power—by 
scraping our 

feet on carpets! 



Hey, we could make a Yeah! When the Wow, Tilhave the Sure, I think 
fortune selling these retiree gets what You're listed in the Grossbusters that's Im in 

things to corporations Ml home and opens asur- || phone book under | | check out your the trouble! 
to give as presents to it—ZAP! The prise! “Land Fills and Place. Mean- only 

their retiring employees! |’) ghost eats him! How did || Garbage Dumps”! while, you can kind 
Think of all the you find I'mworried! My | |_Stay here tonight! of 

But the contents of pension money out where | | baby’s bathtub just sex! 
the trap are deadly! they'll save! lived? |} tried to eat him! Think it's safe? | | practice! 

SSK 
He's got to be stopped! The 

so my evilness r world must be spared another 
can invade his age/youth transplantation movie 
body and I will like Eighteen Again, Vice 
be reborn! Versa and Like Father Like Son! 

Thank Yeah, 
you but no Wedon'tdo | | youusually 
for making that. We're make love 

baby- love on just good to, your 
sitting! my couch! enemies? 

Wecan f= =] Because it feeds | can't waste time with Ha! He says he Give us your f] No, it's hard 
save the on what this you. I've got to get back can cure people baby and he [| enough for a 
city from is city has in such to my pals before any by letting them will become fff parentto geta 
the evil il |) abundance — more of them get indicted talk endlessly, the ruler of | kid to clean up 

force that 7 anger, hostility, for defrauding the city! year after the world! |] his room! How | 
has chosen |? mistrust and Meanwhile, you need a year! And he Wouldn't |} am to get him 

© | New York for g00d delicatessens! rest—in a Club Med i thinks that youlike | tocleanup the 
Psychiatric Ward! ! we're nuts?! that? entire world? 



Among the many strange phenomena that are 
plaguing our city, perhaps none is more 
amazing than the sudden, unexplained 
appearance of the S.S, Titanic! That ship 

sank in 1912!! There is, however, some bad news... 

If we coat the Statue 
with psycho-magnetic 
slime, and people react 
positively, the resulting 

benign force will 
counteract the 

evil force that is 
gripping the city! 

dump it here, and 

‘Salman Rushdie says “Hi!” Darling, you not 
only saved my baby, 

you also saved 
New York City! 

| couldn't help that! 
But we still have one 
problem to solve! 

..Carnival Cruise Line has already 5 
rented it and booked Kathie Lee friends could 

Gifford for their stupid commercials! 

No, because in 
Because in real life, if 
real life, the Statue were 

the Statue in Times Square, 
of Liberty the average 
would New Yorker 

never be in would 
Times Square? ignore it! 

BOSaA we 

What are we 
going to do with 

the world’s biggest 
homeless bag lady? 

Preece: | 
Peano ioe lee, Wed 



AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTILE DEPT. 

The writer of this satire gets 
paid for writing an intro. But 
you don’t get paid for reading 
it! So why are you wasting your 
time? Smarten up, buddy, and 
just look at the panels of... HOME A-GRO 

That's our * Toon Peterhe: 

AG 
neighbor! That's smart! He why are 
People say ter- shipped the we taking | | 
he killed | rible! suitcases 

>} his family, | Did as luggage 
they ke put their’ > 

bodies in 
suitcases 

-| and sent 
them off! 

Ne 
[$0 the 

audience'll Do you 
recognize |_| think 

is going tooth him later |=! they're 
ona is when || so stupid | 

vacation animated he turns | | that they 
and up as one | couldn't 

leaving of the figure it 
the house i burglars! out for _| 

unattended? themselves?) 



Our You can't Are Either the storm Is this I'm afraid so! 
local TV || trust him! you | can't knocked out the lines going The ticket agent 
weather- |\{ At 5PM he having a get through or they've closed to be asked if we 

\y man didn't }\) predicted problem, on this down the “900” —j a bumpy |— wanted seats in 
say iN tonight honey? important call! sex phone numbers! =] tide, | _ the “Barf” or 

anything would be =] Daddy? [>| “No Barf” section! 
about 

a storm! 

My family's gone and I'm here all alone! 
My wish came true! Hooray! By the way, 

you better get used to me talking to myself 
for the rest of the film! | do it for two 

reasons. One is that I'm a little weird, and 
the other is that if | don’t talk to myself, 
the rest of this picture's a silent movie! 

Gee, 
it's so 
quiet other, running up and down the 
today! stairs and slamming car doors 
| slept and trunks?! That racket would 

real late! wake someone out of a coma! 

ga Et ju LA) 
<Fon, my God! For being burglars? —— Yeah! You'd think we'd do some- 

I knew there scared me! For |/ should | thing better, especially after my 
was something We a minute | be No, for being fine performances in Raging Bull and 
we forgot to forgot [\| thought you meant ashamed '— actors taking these Goodfellas, and yours in Diner, 
bring with us! [/] Kelvin! my goif shoes! of our- embarrassingly Breaking Away, and as the voice of 

cliché roles! that other Kelvin in The Wonder Years! _ 



| must 
get on 
the 
next 
plane 
to the 
United 
States! 

Mon dieu, surely you © 
jest, madam! There is 

left! Do you not know 

day of the year? 
2 ea eg | 

You mean Christmas? 

not a single seat 

this is the busiest 

No! Christmas is a | 
piece of fruit- 

cake compared with 
this! Today is the 
last day people 
can cash in| 

their frequent 
flyer coupons! 

selling me 
your ticket. 
‘Now | can 
go home to 
my eight- 
year-old 
child! 

————_ -{ Thank you for = 

The producers realize that 
audiences do not like to 

watch commercials on the 
screen before the movie 
starts. So they solved 

the problem by putting 
the commercials right 

J into the movie itself! 

_| | wrecked some innocent family’s |- 
“| bedroom, ruined their dining 

room, trashed their kitchen 
=| and flooded their bathroom! 

All of which leads me to ask 
just one question: Why would 
anyone in the audience think 

x WW za 
= = 

that I'm “loveable”? 

+ 

‘As one mother to 
another, | felt sorry 
for her. Besides, it's 
Christmas and you're 
supposed to help out 
those less fortunate 

than yourself! 

Oh really? | had to give 
her more than double the 
regular ticket price, hand 
‘over my watch, my wallet 
nd my rings! What Christian 
would do a thing like that? 

7 

|| That 
fa} was [~ 

a oF 
Christian a 

thing 
to 
do! 

| heard 
you have 
to get to 
Chicago 
but there 

are no seats! 
That's 

too bad! 

We rented a 
van and we're 
headed for 
Milwaukee! 
We can 
drop you 

off in 
Chicago! 

Have 
you been 
waiting 
a long 
time 
for a 

It seems 
I've spent 
my entire 

career waiting 
for Planes, 

Trains 
and Auto- 
mobiles! flight? 

Tike There's 
That's | | to be nice | [| didn’t mean not a 
great! to people. that! | meant lot of 

But why | | Besides, why are you film 
are it's playing such an | | work for 
you Christmas insignificant fat guys 

doing bit part these 
in this movie? 

haven't spoken 
to my son in 

years. He doesn’t 
like me! 



i A // 
AAT \ heard you solve Hey, what S&L isn't in of The driver says | [ Hell, | If this kid is Probably 

that old man's trouble these days! You we'll be in make |<) such a sadist a 
/ problem. | thought don't need me, you need Chicago in | it (\>> —\— and thinks pain |__| producer 

you could help with either a fairy godmother four hours. [=| six! SC is so funny at 
mine. My Savings and 

Loan is in trouble and... 
or Senator Cranston to 

help bail you out! 

| 

V'll never leave you 
alone again when we 
go away! | found you 

eight years of 
age, what's he 

going to be when 
{he grows up? 

America’s 
Funniest 
Home 
Videos! 

He's killing us! We've 
been bashed, bruised and 
burned! We ought to be 

in a hospital by now! 

Don't you know 
that in a car- 
toon like this 
‘one, nobody 
ever really 

Nonsense... 

You mean this 
film's like a Tom 

and Jerry Cartoon? 

Yeah. Just not 
as believable! 

a babysitter who 
you'll just love! 

Hiya there, big 
guy! Merry Christmas! 
Here, | bought you a 
present! His name 

is CHUCKY! 



e year old boy sees ghosts everywhere he looks. That’s pretty spooky! For help, he 
turns to a child psychologist played by Bruce Willis. That’s even spookier! It shows the kid has... 

THES 
I'm Doctor Malcoma Croup, gifted 

child psychologist! As you can 
see by my half-hearted smirk, 
I'm particularly good at conning 
childr— er, at TREATING children 

with psychological problems! What 
a doctor fears most is when those 
children grow up to become adults, 

and realize my treatment failed them 
— as evidenced by the semi-nude, 
deranged former patient holding a 
gun on me and my wife! I'd offer 
to help him, but I don’t accept 

his HMO plan! Tough break for him! 

ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES 

Remember me, Doc!? | tried 
to commit suicide by 

Jumping out a third story 
window, slitting my wrists, 

hanging myself and swallow- 
ing poison! You classified 
me as “a bit moody,” and 

“not very good at 
completing tasks”! Well 

| completed something today, 
Doc! | found out where 
you lived, and | broke 

into your home! And | just 
completed undressing! 

I'm Mrs. Seer! There's something very 
strange about my son, Cold! Sometimes 

he seems to talk to invisible people, 
and when he does, the temperature in 
the house plummets and it gets as cold 
as a morgue! Sure, | wish he could be _|/# 

more normal, but on the other hand we’ {& 
save a fortune on air conditionin 

So that's the new 
doctor who's going to 

help me! He seems kind 
of animated! At least 

he seems animated when 
you compare him to the 

people | talk to 
most: dead people! 

1CK SENSE 
WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO 

Please put down that gun! You're not giving my 
husband very much credit for his outstanding 

work! In all the years he's been treating 
people, not once did he have the luxury of a 

totally-adjusted, well-balanced person coming 
to him to seek treatment! Don't you think it 
wears on a psychologist. when only mentally 

deranged people like you — you friggin’ 
nutjob — come to him for help!? Look, 
we've just finished an expensive bottle 

of wine to celebrate an important award 
my husband won! And now we're about to 

make love! So can you put down the 
gun for 30 seconds till he’s finished? 

I'm the family dog! No one 
walks me or plays with me! 
And it’s been so long since 
they fed me, I'm about to 
become a dead dog, which 
won't be so bad! At least 
once I'm dead, Cold will 

pay more attention to me! 



Are you a good doctor, Malcom: r 

I'm not sure. So many of 
my patients commit suicide, 

it's hard to get reliable 
feedback! Tell me, 

Cold, how come you wear 
glasses without lenses? 

You really don't see 
ghosts...You say you do 
to get attention...You 
hope no one discovers 

you're making it all up... 
You actually feel quite 

superior to people... How 
am | doing, Cold? Cold? 

—— 
My vision 

is normal, 

glasses 
are a 
good 

disguise! 

You'll have to speak 
LOUDER, Doc! You're so 

wrong, I'm already 
SEVEN BLOCKS AWAY! 
Keep guessing like that 
and I'll be across the 

state line in less 
than an hour! 

I'm sorry I'm so late for our anniversary dinner, 
dear, but no matter how early | start out, | just 
can't seem to be on time! Let's face it, I'm the 
kind of guy who'd be late for his own funeral! 

I'm glad you ate already, because | wasn't going 
to order anything! | don't know what it is, but 
lately food seems to just go right through me! 

That's silly! 
but Just putting 

on a pair 
of glasses 

won't 
fool putting 

anyone! 

Really? Try 
telling that to 

Clark Kent! He's 
been disguising 
himself for 50 
years by just 

on glasses! 

HIYA, KID! 

qj Do you always play 
alone inside 
a church? 

that make 
mea 

freak?! 

Does anybody 
know what 
this building 
was before it 
was converted 
into a school? 

No fooling? 
No wonder 
you never 
see him 

and Super- 
man at the 
same time! 
Hmmmmm... 

! fi kid who walks 
I _ me to school 
@| and pretends to 

like me — but 
only when my 

mom's watching! 

Let's play a game! 
Every time | say 
something right, 
you take a step 

toward me! Every 
@| time | say something 

wrong, you take a 

weno 
Okay, let's just 

say MOST peoplel 
aren't freaks! 
a 
And how about 

that guy 
sniffing around 

your wife? 

Alright, 
alright 
already! 
You've 
made 
your 
damn 

It was a place of pain 
and suffering, where 
people were stripped 
of their dignity and 
their worldly goods! 

You're completely 
wrong! This building 
was a courthouse 

full of lawyers! 

Exactly! 



eg 

Thanks for | think the What a wuss! What happened 
inviting us kids sense Ten minutes to my son 

here! that! So to ina today!? I've 
Normally make him coffin-like never seen 
Cold feel more at room with him so 

likes to home, they've no air, and hysterical! 
stay by locked him in he screams Did he have 
himself! -| the attic! like a baby! a seizure? 

terms: a lot of “spooky, 
weird stuff’ happened 

M$ to your son! And 
[| how did he get those 

cuts and bruises 
on his arms? 

Who knows? Not from me! 
a good mother! Cold gets 

whatever he wants! He LOVES 
Cocoa Puffs and Pop Tarts! | 
let him eat them for break- 
fast, lunch and dinner! Even 

on Christmas and Thanksgiving! 
|| 'm the perfect modern parent! 

‘m 

For the fifth time this month 
Grandma's butterfly pendant 
went from my dresser to your 
bedroom! And every drawer in 
the kitchen’s been opened! 
How do you explain that? 

‘Am | making 
any headway, 
Cold? Do you 
think you'll 
ever trust 
me enough 
to tell me 

Well, that explains 
it! Now hurry, or 

you'll be late 
for school! 

Here, take some 
Pop Tarts 
for lunch! 

j > 

cs Cel a. a 

Oh, them! They're just 
the poor people 
in the audience 

who pay top dollar 
to see my crappy 

I've been dying to tell some- 
one my secret! No one ever 
asked before! | 

with dead eyes! People moaning 
and coughing and suffering 
in the dark! They wonder 

see people 

when the agony will end! 

It's cold! That Son, I'm 
means ghosts |] the ghost 
are coming! of Father 
I'm glad I'm Houlihan! 
surrounded 
by all my Why have 
religious you come to 
statues! haunt me? 

1 Because you keep 
stealing statues 
from the church! 
Maybe we'd lay off 
you if you took 

relics from a syna- 
gogue or a mosque 

for a change! 

i. 

films! Pay no 
attention to 
them! | don't! 

| see ghosts just about 
everywhere, and they 
scare me good! Some 

have no arms, some have 
no legs, and some have 
no heads! Doc, will you 

stay here with me 
until | fall asleep? 

ye VN 

Y-You th-think 
I'm I-l-leaving?! 

You got me 
s-s-scared stiff! 
Matter of fact, 
why don't YOU 
‘stay awake, till | 
| f-f-fall asleep! 

RS 
~ 
>» 



Cold, today's 
your day to do 
anything you 

want! No serious 
talks! So 

what'll it be? 

» The ghosts might go away if you list 
(/<s/dem to them, and maybe try to help them! 

Why not? Just the fact | 
spoke to you now will get 
you half a million bucks 

from the Enquirer! 

I want to help 
ghosts who need 
help! You don't! 
People see you 
everywhere! 

Cold, I'm Elvis, the 
King! Would you 
like to help me? 

Seeing that video tape 
of my evil wife 

poisoning our daughter 
explained my little 
girl's illness! Now | 

can protect my other 
daughter! Thanks for 
doing that for me! 

Oh, | never called a 
doctor! She didn’t ever 
seem quite THAT sick! 

But when she died, | KNEW 
it was getting serious! 
And now her sister 

soups — er, SUFFERS 
from the same thing! 

Honey, what's 
going on!? | 
hop in the 
shower and 
come out 
to find you 
in bed with 

another man! 

A freak?! No, you're a 
genius! Fifty years in the 
same apartment? The 
rent must be peanuts! 
And we're the first 

to know it's available! 
We'll move there 

and save a fortune! 

Mom, I'm gonna tell you my secret now! 
We're stopped because there's an 
accident up ahead! A lady died! A 
lonely old lady with no relatives or 
friends in the world! She lived alone 
in the same apartment at 55 Maple 
Street for over SO years! | see these 
things! Do you think I'm a freak? 

Cold, you're a 
nice kid, but 
does the term 
“lighten up” 

mean anything 

Let's go to 
the wake 

that’s being 
held for 

Now that I 
helped your 

living daughter, 
hopefully the 
dead one 
will stop 
barfing in 

my bedroom! 

| didn't do it 
for you! | did 

it for me! 

For you? 
I don't 
under- 
stand! 

Two new 
ghosts in 

the making? 
I not only 

Hey! You two at least 
stop whatever you're 

doing while I'm talking! 
I'm not invisible, you 
know! Okay, that's it! see more 
I can't take any more dead people, 
of thisl! I'm going to Isee 

kill both of you! SEQUEL! 



THE GREEK SQUAD DEPT. 

ANCIENT SPARTA. AN AGE OF BLOOD. AN AGE OF HONOR. 
AND AN AGE OF PONDEROUS, REPETITIVE VOICEOVER NARRATION. 
THERE IS NO SOFTNESS \N SPARTA. THE KINGDOM |S HARD. 

I'S PEOPLE ARE HARD. THE LITTLE KIDS BRING CARVING KNIVES 
TO PLAY "DUCK, DUCK, GOOSE." INDEED, LIFE IN SPARTA |S HARD. 
AND THIS MOVIE — ABOLIT LIFE IN SPARTA — |S HARD 10 WATCH! 

IN TRUTH, YOU'D HAVE TO BE TOUGHER THAN THE WARRIORS 
ON SCREEN TO SIT THROUGH THIS MESS WITHOUT YELLING... 

WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER 

Zoe 
Submit to a Slave, you're around the We were really lucky to 

get this palace! It took us 
forever to find a vacancy 

with its own bottomless pit! 

Lord Beefjerxes, the all-powerful King of 
Persia and all that it conquers, commands [f 

the largest army ever assembled! Sparta’s 
dirt will tremble beneath their marching 
feet! They shall drink your rivers dry! And 
parking around here is going to be a bitch! 

He commands that you submit to him! 

It's so convenient! And the 
mountain of human skulls out 
back really adds curb appeal! 

Like it matters! 
We've got about five proud 

to fight |] /was Cojones, | speaking lines between 
alongside and you ff the two of us! You can 

were Testes! [| — be Meatbag A. and 

eS 

you, 
Cojones! Till be Meatbag BI 

A Persian 
jj overlord? Here 
) is my answer! 

Are you ready 
for some 
football? 

That guy was from Persia, 
and we're from Spartal 
How come we have no 
trouble understanding 
each other's languages? 

King 24 hours a day! 
Does he always 

use that ridiculous i 
“outside” voice to scream 

every word he says 
at a deafening volume? 

out of 
butter! 

I'm sorry, | couldn't hear 
your question! | was too busy 
whipping my slaves! Were 

you asking about Sparta, and // 
how it stands for freedom? 



My son, | want to give 
you the same thing my 
father gave me when 

Once I pay the corrupt priests their bribe money, And what is that, my | | 
father? Wisdom? Skill? | | hope they'll give their official blessing to my war plans! 

On second thought, how the hell will anybody know what 
those creepy freaks have to say about anything, from 1 was seven years old! Internal bleeding! 4 

the top of this inaccessible mountain? | should just climb 
back down and tell everybody they totally loved my plan! 

Treachery! The Persians 
will slash our intestines 
out! They'll tear our eyes 
from our heads! They'll 

whip our children bloody, 
and take our women on 
top of a mountain of 
Spartan corpses! 

Yeah, great. It was 
the only thing in this 
movie that DOESN'T 
play out in extreme 

slow motion! 

Look at the 300! More importantly, 300 is their collective 1.Q.! 
300 magnificent specimens! They Nobody with a brain would ever volunteer 
are Sparta's 300 finest soldiers! for this hopeless suicide mission! 

IERE |S NO PLACE FOR SOFTNESS IN SPARTA. SPARTA |S A HARD PLACE. NOT SOFT. & THE 
Ad ARE YOU THINKING IT MIGHT BE SOFT? WELL, YOU'RE WRONG. \TS HARDITY |S — HEY, 

Our battle strategy is Well done! In Sparta, 
sophisticated and complex! | | Yes! Jab ‘em with the pointed |] that kind of critical 
Can you explain the details side of the stick, and make the} | thinking qualifies you 

to the troops, Mentos? red stuff go spurty-spurty! as officer material! 



No, valiant lump, you may | | Which god? We're outnumbered by 3,500 to 1! Okay, so there's a catch! But Yes! 
NOT join us in battle! Is it But we can use the narrow passageway jj consider this: if we do not stop J How will 
Your ugly, misshapen Tartarus? here as a natural defensive position! the Persians, their armies of anyone 
body is an affront to Artemis? It's a foolproof plan! vicious warriors shall sweep be able 
the Greek god that all across the land, killing without to tell 
Spartan men worship! Nautilus! But won't we eventually jj Mercy and creating a culture of the 

get slaughtered? blood and fear! Any questions? | difference? 

I'm confused! Why do you Spartans make such a big deal Try huddling under heavy shields with a dozen 
about holding position in tightly packed battle formations, greasy, sweaty, meaty guys! We Spartans are known 
and then let your best soldiers spin around on their own, for cruelty and courage! Hygiene's another matter! 

in slow motion, with no protection whatsoever? I'll take my chances out here! 

Oh, EIGHT Let's show 'em, boys! J} But airplanes haven't Sire, there's a 
Nobody messes || been invented yet! fully shaved, I've never met any... feet? 
with the Persian flamingly that is, what the heck Phew! Well, 
Airborne Division! effeminate, could he possibly what do 

topless bald wish to speak you know? 
black man privately about.. I really 

with piercings | mean, | don't even DON'T know 
to see you... know the guy! 



That is ——— It's not 
indeed an Thad to build one to travel here! The being we DINE 
impressive [| cab drivers won't stop to pick up a black | | under your Uy in HELL! 

} throne passenger! Do reconsider, King Leotards! If|] thumb Y 
you've built |/| you surrender to me, you will find that Lord that 
for yourself, }#{ Beefjerxes is a kind and benevolent ruler! worries 
Beefjerxes! {| You need not fear being under my thumb! mel 

There's one key difference! 
all manner of monsters At least we were able 
to the battle! Who can to teach the rhino to eat 
tell man from beast? with a knife and fork! 

MG, * 

Y ; ‘ Here's a Forsooth! 
mutants ~ I'm starting to proposition, bitch: To bleed, 

suspect this movie may not all men are or not 
4 be 100% historically accurate! - mutilated equal! to bleed! 



You had me at “sex tent”! It's a deal! \ 
Tie up those disfigured lesbian triplets 
into a naked hexagon! I'll be back in 

#| five minutes with a whip, a wooden ox 
cart, and this bouquet of flowers! 

Here, within my travelling sex tent, 
you will immerse yourself in a succulent 
miasma of erotic pleasures of the flesh! 

Some of the techniques you shall 
experience are so depraved that they 

do not have a name! And all you must do 
to join the undulating orgy is betray a 
King who does not honor your service! 

We've Killed : YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED 
all 99,999 it A SLIGHT, SUBLIMINAL 

of them! GAY LNDERTONE 70 THE 
Nothing PROCEEDINGS! AW, WHO 

can AM I TRYING TO FOOL? 
THIS MAN-TASTIC CAST 

Possibly HAS GOT ENOUGH 
go wrong bee GAY TENSION 

TO CHOKE A PERSIAN 
RHINOCEROS! BUT SINCE 

WE GAN'T TAKE THE 
FINAL, LOGICAL STEP 

IN A MAINSTREAM MOVIE, 

Just call me 
old-fashioned! 

THIS HAS TO BE OUR 

a SPARTAN SOLDIERS ARE TRAINED WELL. NO MERCY. 
xe iN NO RETREAT. NO SURRENDER. AND NOT MUCH OF A My message to the council is a single 

TURNOUT AT THE VETERANS DAY PARADES! word...freedom! Or two words, free With your talk of 
and dumb! In Sparta, freedom isn't freedom, does this 

free! But it sure is dumb! Now is the J mean you're going 
The hunchback Damn! That's It was my son's has Detraped “ata | Get for decapitated head, hour you must stand up for justice, to quit being 
you, my King! building a finally hitting the | aS mine beh Lemay et a iene we 
He revealed the handicapped ground! Now THAT'S rough freedom can free men be establish a Spartan 
hidden pathway ramp! Say! What what I call a slow free! You know, maybe | should have representative 

to the Persians! | | was that thud? | | motion death scene! Dreparedimore: than one indexicardl goverarnante 

Tay down your shietast| [1 aisagree!iesjust mat ] (ABTS De THe sa0 rien) Wie = =| Heyy were oo, 
Your position is lost! the liberal media won't TODA, ON THE EVE CF WAR, itt 

You are totally report the good news WE REMEMBER THEIR FATE?! 
doomed! from our massacre! WE REMEMBER HOW THEY 

WERE BRAVELY CUT APART 
WITH SWORDS, AND 

GLORIOUSLY PLINCTURED 
WITH ARROWS, AND 

HEROICALLY GURGLED 
THEIR OWN BLOOD! THEIR 
BRUTALLY PAINFUL DEATH 

INSPIRES FREE MEN 
TO MARCH FORWARD, 

HEADS HELD H/GH, AND... 



NOTHING TO CROWE ABOUT DEPT. \ >) \ 

Winston Churchill said the British Navy is known for three | { XS 
things: rum, sodomy and the lash. Well, that's another article — N much funnier than this one! Meanwhile, you'll have to settle é 1 \ d ~e ~ 
for this spoof about a big-budget sea epic starring Russell 7 1 T == : 
Crowe, who is trying to find his acting sea legs, but, Jet's h 
face it, he's no Johnny Depp! He can best be described as a... ws 

Mr. Puffin, hoist Not sure! But * Hows it Keep How long is this movie? — anytime a movie's SS == Yj p 
the mizzenmast! Aye, aye, when the wind S In all his going, Not yet! looking, got more than 
Mr. Sham, rig the | | Captain! Is that blows from that as || years at Ir. Still Hawkey! ‘Two hours and eighteen eight words in 
jib! Mr, Pullet, set | | the location of direction, it makes : a sea, he's Hawkey? |_| searching It's out there minutes! Two hours and the title, you 

a course south, the enemy my ponytail never lost perhaps with fora in the fog thirty minutes if you }} Know you're in for 
south west! French vessel? look real cool! a battle! his weight! [J ‘ plot, sir! someplace! include the title! 4 an endless film! 

/ 

The conditions here Two hundred Q A. In 1805, But Lord } I know! It's a Mr, Poultry, What do you mean? They say Is It's a rule of 
on the HMS Supersize fi} years from [\ S345) children Blankey, [iM] hard to get the sure, there's | think the lack it's bad gl that a | movie studios! 

ge are horrendous! Bj ow, United BRS crewed along- you're respect of your ei been a lot of of female The wooden lady at luck to rule Ever since they 
Unbearable! 197 souls [Airlines will (im side grown only 13 men while your single female galley talk companionship pa the front of the ship bring a of the released 
cramped together call it men on British fi years old! voice character in about Lord is affecting is starting to look woman Sea? Cutthroat Island in tight quarters! coach"! vessels! is changing! this film! Flotsam! the men! good to them! on ship! with Geena Davis! 

ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES: WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN COLORIST: WILDSTORM. 



Sir, there may be 
something out 
there. Not sure 

It's either an enemy 
French warship 
or a 60,000-ton 

porpoise with guns! 

Lads, I'm a respected sea 
captain with years of experi 
ence. | served under Lord 
Nelson and saw action at 

Trafalger. So listen carefully 

It’s the 1 don't mind the Those crafty 
French! They heavy cannons and bastards! If 
came out it the musket fire, the cannon- 

of nowhere but they're lobbing balls don’t 
kill us, the 
cholesterol 

and pate de foie gras, 
ambushed and rich desserts 

onto our hull! 

ee a ee i 
The good The bad The opening and closing naval battles 
news is, || news is, are the only exciting scenes in this 

the battle |] the battle picture! Now we have to endure a 
is over! is over! two-hour snorefest of “sensitive 

x relationships scenes,” underpowering 

shots of ocean vistas and painful 
Mozart — and Bach — duets! 

LI Pardon, 

We are NOT 
returning to port. 

We will make repairs 
at sea and then is faster and 

re-engage the enemy! |} stronger than ours! 

But we have no 

Doctor, Bury the dead, tend to the 
what Nine dead, wounded, but first, repair the 

is 24 wounded, FM hats! We are the English navy! 
the 104 battered || We may be damaged goods, but 

tall hats! | | we must look spiffy at all times! 

| will not retreat! There is Okay, 
no obstacle that will stand [} Sir, according to my map, that 

chance! Their ship fj in our way! If necessary, we j™ we are already near the end could 
will follow the Aznevour to 
the far end of the world! 

of the world! It's possible be an 
we might fall off the edge! [il obstacle! 



You have a 
bad wound, 

Lord Blankey. 
We must 

remove your 
arm! 

dickens 
is THIS 
scene 

=] about? 

jlecl] (eae 
A eee 

Considering that man’s! What is it, Gentlemen, 
Anesthesia hasn't been sir? this is brain 4 But Midship | | rum intake, it may be 

surgery the spoon the most germ-free 
thing on this vessel! 

invented yet. Here, 
boy, bite on this. It will in 1805. ‘1 has been 
put you to sleep and T will use sterilized! This procedure is the 
make you drowsy! the tools model for a medical 

available I plan 200 years from 
ul now...called the HMO! 

<> 

Just what the action- vcearnete i Steepen, you and | have a As long as 

The movie makers felt starved, 12-to-18 You can bet the fl strange yet sensitive relationship. | _ we're not 
that in the middle of an |] year-old teenage audi- CD soundtrack Critics have compared us compared to 
action movie there's ence is clamoring from this movie is to Holmes and Watson. Or those two 
always time for a for... chamber music! [| not exactly flying ll! Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock! chaps on 

classical Mozart duet! off the shelves! = Will & Grace! 

we ANY > s 
I've been at z Are you from 

}2] Portsmouth? 
Steepen, 

Yes. I've never seen a | fear you sea since | 
better slab of lumber! | are sailing was six! Never sea epic’s obligatory “ocean | 

can shape it into paper seen anything typhoon” scene! Seen in }@ Actually, a place 
| like this! Hornblower, The Bounty. called Chicago. 

My name is 
and draw figures of 
rare bird species! 1 How about The Perfect Storm 

] you, Mate? and The Sea Hawk! |*@|_ Roger Ebert! 



While we have a lull 
in the typhoons, 

drought and scurvy, 
I thought 

we'd climb up 
to the top of 

the rigging and 
pose handsomely! 

Officer Polyp was 
weak. He knew what 
was waiting for him 
on ship and chose 

not to live though it! 

vai 
Are we moving 
the plot along? 

Does it really matter? 
There is no plot! The 
important thing is we 

look good, and this could 
be the movie's poster! 

The 
taunts 
and 

sneers of 
his men? 

about to do 
our second 
musical 
duet! 

Enlarge the entry 
wound, probe down two 

inches, move the kidney, 
pull out the shell, 

performing 
his own 
surgery! 

106 

and patch me up. Now 
bring me a quill and a 
sheet of writing paper! 

No. We were 

Being the ship's 
doctor, | feel 
a tad guilty 

posing up here 
while the crew is 
below deck dying 

of dysentery! 

IDIOT! 
You shot 

Relax, Steepen 
We deserve a 

break. Actually, 
when you 

think about it, 
this is all 

quite amazing! 

This could 
be the best 

use of 
blouses 

next to the 
Seinfeld 

“puffy shirt" 
episode! 

That we survived the 
attack and the tempest?’ 

That with all 
the hardships on 

this voyage, we both 
still have spotless, 

sparkling white blouses! 

= 

| fear 
I'm so sorry. Don't feel bad, Mulligan. 

You did the right thing. The 
world has thousands of 

doctors but very few one- 
legged Pelegrin Sparrows! 

Steepen is 
sailing 

without all 
his oars in 
the water! 

are stopping | 
Steepen, we 

at the 
Galapagos 
Islands 

so that you 
can do your 
research. 

Jock. It's beau- 
tiful. This place 

This has 
suddenly 
gone from 

asea 
epic toa 
National 

Geographic 
special! 

Thank you, certainly 
seem that 
way to the 
audience. 
Perhaps 
even 

slower! 

is incredible, 
untouched. 
It's like time 
stood still! 



It's the 
Galapagos! 
You're on 

shore leave, 

None. There are sea lions, 
birds, crested penguins, 

tortoises, finches, lizards, 
pelicans and soft iguanas! 

Are there 
any 

sea tur- 
that are tle that’s 
single? 

the islands in all the 

oceans in the world, we 

have found our French 
enemy phantom ship 

Perhaps! Bad script- 
writing? Absolutely! 

7 

Capt. Jock 
is brilliant! 

Not only is he 
motivating his 
men, but at 

the same time, 
he’s plugging 

his DVDs! 

for them. This ship is England. 
This is our home! We will 

prevail! They are bigger and 
faster, but we are strong and 
we are cunning! Yes, we are 

Lord Blankey, You 
have demonstrated 

Does 
she 

have a 
sister? | 

exceptional bravery and | | 
seamanship! You're only 
13 years old, but I'm 

putting you in charge of 
this ship! Do you think 
you're up to the task? 

luck, 
Lord 

Blankey! 

If you play 
your cards 
right, you 
can get 

“bare shell"! 

Thank you, sir. 
But first — | 

have to go potty! 

Perhaps 
| you're not 

ready! 

Finally! The 
big battle 

scene 
between the 
English and 
the French! 

are the 
French? 

It's all a blur. 
Who are the 
English? Who 

English. | think 
| hope we've 
you're got 
French! | | problems, 

We've had 
enough. 
We can't 
take it! 



HOMO ON THE RANGE DEPT. 

Here’s a film everyone is getting behind. Um, no. Change that. 
This is one of the most touching films you'll ever see. Uh, no, 
scratch that. No. Don’t scratch anything! This is a film chicks dig, 
but a lot of guys are afraid to get into. Aw, shucks, one last try... 
Take a lazy summer, add majestic scenery, throw in two hunky 
ranch hands and a thousand sheep — and nothing good is going 
to come out of this situation. Except box office gold! Here is... 

Ineeda Jf Icanride. | think 
couple of Okay. You're we hands — both hired! can ff totend & The pay is forty- live 
sheep in | can mumble. three cents an with Wyoming! || Specialize in hour, no dental }jj that — 

What's your [| jong, unexplained || plan, no dancing sort 
experience? pauses! with wolves! ofl 

My name is Emmis Dull Mar. I'm a man of few words. I'm Jock Twitt. I'm a hard-riding rodeo I'm Jolt Agoura, the We're Alamo = We've got the worst of 
Most of them mumbled and inaudible! I'm on the quiet cowboy. But in this film, saddle sores ranch owner! Somethin’ and Latreen. all possible worlds. We've 
side. Keep things to myself. A stranger to emotional are the least of my problems! At Barebutt strange and unnatural We're the wives of got two gay husbands 

expression. Okay, | have the personality of a wood chip! that summer | discovered a new activity is going on up there in the gay caballeros! hangin’ around the house 
This film is about the summer of 1963. Something and it was a lot more fun than playing the Barebutt between them all day — and they're 

happened to me on Barebutt Mountain that changed harmonica! Society frowned on what Emmis two cowboys | done We're great- not redecorating it! 
my life. And, it wasn’t poison ivy! | don’t regret what and | did. It was dangerous, it was painful! hired. But I don’t mind. looking, we're 
happened for one minute. Heck, if it didn't happen, We snuggled in the sagebrush, we tumbled | figure if they have hot, we're Talk about frustrated. 

buy there is no way movie audiences would sit for two hours in the tumbleweed and unfortunately, each other then they'll bitchin! What — That's us! We're the original a 
one time, we cuddled in the cactus! leave my sheep alone! te a wastel!! Desperate Housewives! 

ep my 
Tomorro\ 

LST 
The baked owl 

was good and the 
porcupine loaf |gj You mean those I" 
was okay. Didn't little sweet 
much care for the cakes called 

bear claws? 

WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN ARTIST: TOM RICHMOND 

DONT 
SHOOT/ TMA 

L REPUBLICAN! 
Every day it's the same Emmis, did anyone ever tell you 

borin’ things over when the moon hits your eyes 
and over. Choppin’ just right, and the light of the 

wood, herdin’ campfire sorta plays on your face, 
sheep, whittlin’, you have a certain special glow...? 

bad harmonica playin’! 
It sure is uneventful ops, | think things 

T wish round these parts! are about to change! 
T KNEW HOW TO 

QuiT Ewer 

se A 

I'm Philip Seymour Hoffman. This year | I'm Vice President Dick I'm Ang Lee! I'm the ghost of John 
played Truman Capote, so | know a few things Cheney! | was proud to be Bp directed this film. JJ Wayne. What the hell has 
about the gay lifestyle in 1963 and believe me, from Wyoming. But | gave |] This is a sensitive, V happened to the good old- Lif 

it was not accepted in America! How things up my residence when this powerful, touching ip fashioned Western? We've 

have changed! In 2006 the gay lifestyle gets F™_ film, excuse expression, film. Unfortunately, |- gone from True Grit to 

you nominated by the Academy Awards! “came out.” I'm looking some movie-goers True Fruitcake! What 
Besides this film, Capote and Transamerica to find a place in America are calling it next? Nathan Lane and 

got recognized. | bet the Walk The Line ( that has no gays at all! Crouching Ryan Seacrest in a remake 

producers are killing themselves that they | think | found one. A phone Cowboy, Hidden ) of Stage Coach!? I'm 

didn't include the song “A Boy Named Sue"! booth in Jasper, Indiana! Cattle Prod! turning over in my grave! 

‘ z > 



I'm freezin'! 

Crawl into 
my tent! 

What for? 

ain't no 
queer! 

Let me put it this way, 
Emmis. It's Wyoming. It’s 
lonely. This ain't just where 
the deer and the antelope 

play! | got a surprise for you 
under my ten gallon hat! 

That makes 
two of us! 

come back 
in the tent! 

I'm marryin’ 
my childhood 

sweetheart. You? 

| AND Buy one | 
=] tovay! 

What for? 

So we can 

Now cuddle and talk 
over how not 

gay we are! 

Get that 
damn 

harmonica 
out of here! 

Emmis, It's a 
It ain't exactly that. Last night 
when we were making love 
| accidentally rolled over onto 
a piece of barbed wire fence! 

complicated thing 
we're goin’ through! 

| think 
they're 

taking their 
relationship 
to the next 

level! 

Goin’ back to the rodeo 
circuit. For a change of pace 

gonna do some ridin’! 
oe 

a” 
he. 

i" 



Congratulations! I'm 
SS _IE 7 f 

happy my daughter |} 
hooked up with a rodeo 
rider. A real cowboy! 

We're both married It's not 
but every year we We got a people 

sneak back up here| | special thing goin’ worryin’ 
to Barebutt on here. We're me. The 

Jock, do ||| tell you this, Latreen. You're | | Hoo- 
the prettiest thing I've ever boy! 

seen without face stubble! 
Mountain! It ain't |~| happily partnered! | | sheep are 
right, Jock! It's Who cares what | | looking at 
kinda creepy! people think? us funny! 

I came to tell p Well, if you lost that 
you it's over, I know. What dopey mustache we still 

Where Catch 
were | | | went fishing | | 2nything? 
you? with Joc Jock! It ain't | | are we gonna might have a shot at 

workin out! being “Marlboro Men"! 

Our little romp in the des 
hay has not been in 

vain, People are 
buzzing about us! 

You mean like 
Agoura over there? 

| mean like movie executives! They 
figure if a gay cowboy movie has 
become such a huge box office hit, 

let's all jump on the “same-sex 
bandwagon”! It's only a matter y x 
of time before we start to see } Z \ 
other film genres turning gay! i : 



5 N\ 

PAGNLY/ONCE IN/A GENERATION DOES A BOOKUUIKE 
THIS\COME)ALONG!.THIS\IS\THAT, BOOK! 

“YOU WON'T “PRINTE 
NBELIEVE A COMPLETELY 

BOOK LIKE THIS IN ITS 
1S POSSIBLE!” ENTIRETY!" 

IMDumb 

21 EPIG MOVIES! 
21| EPSECCH)SPOOFS! 
Including: 

me} (oh LO (Ghostbusters
) 

“BOTCH CASUALLY & THE SOMEDUNCE KID” , 
(Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid) BOTCH CASUALLY AND 

“\ CROCKWORK LEMON” nee 
(A Clockwork Orange) 

“THE POST-GRADUATE” (The Graduate) 

“SCARRED FACE” (Scarface) 

“THE ECCHORCIST” (The Exorcist) 

“RAVING BULLY” (Raging Bull) 

ol Nl UM (CLEC) 

“HOME A-GROAN” (Home Alone) 

“RAIDERS OF A LOST ART” 

(Raiders of the Lost Ark) 

“BAREBUTT MOUNTAIN” 

(Brokeback Mountain) 

"B00!" (300) Ay |MORE!. 

[PG|PRETTY GOOD 
(WE PROMISE OUR NEXT 
BOOK WILL BE BETTER!) 


